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INTRODUCTION

This is a report of the part played by the 7th Infantry
Division in the Leyte Operation.
In the following pages are described the planning and
execution, the successes and mistakes, and finally the price
which was paid.
In preparing a factual report, we are prone to
describe each operation in terms of battalions and batteries,
yards gained or prisoners taken.
To do so ignores the vital
factor of morale. Perhaps morale is not susceptible to
measurement in mathematical terms, but is very adequately
evidenced by the splendid courage of our soldiers which
played a major part in every success.
To judge how well the 7th Division carried out its
mission in the Leyte Campaign will require a perspective which
only time can supply. Nevertheless, there are many valuable
lessons which can best be derived by an analysis of recent
experiences, while they are still fresh. These lessons have
been included in this report in order that advantage may be
taken of them in coming operations.

A. V. ARNOLD
Major General, U.S.A.
Commanding
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In early August 1944, the 7th Infahtry Division was assigned
the mission of assaulting and capturing Yap Is*ldid as a .part of the
Stalemate II Operation. During t-he period 15 August..to 11 September
1944, plans and training were.directed to this end. Supplies and'
loading, particularly in the matter of transportation were planned
for operations on a very small land mass with short supply routes.
Combat training conducted on the Island of Oahu, T.H. emphasized
tactics in tropical mountain terrain,-.cane fields, and swamp areas,
and the establishment of a beachhead in assault amphibious landing.
Combat.problems ranging in size from squad to regimental combat teai,
and extending over periods of from one to. three days, were laid out
and units rotated through combat courses in order that all personnel
would benefit by training in all types of terrain involved. Particular
stress wa's 1 & on the development of tank-infantry team tactics in
order that(ehe maximum advantage might be gained from the coordinated
activity of these arms. The utilization of an amphibian tank battalion
as an integral part of Division Artillery was envisaged to provide
immediate overhead fire support to assault infantry during.the period
from Jig Hour to the landing and registration of organic Division
Artillery Units. To this end, the 776th Amphibian Tank Battalion,
assisted by Division Artillery instructors underwent a course of
intensive training in conduct of indirect firing and the massing 'of
fire, controlled by Artillery Forrard Observers. Division Artillery
radio and ire nets were so modified as to make this. activity possible.
Supply by air drop to isolated infantry units was practiced in
the rugged mountainous terrain of Kaena Point. Replacements who had
not experienced operations at either Attu or Kwajalein were given
special training at the Waianae Aiphibious Training Center. All
personnel of the Division completed an intensive course of training
at the POA Unit Jungle Training Center.
A-full dress practice landing was made on Beaches of the Island
of 1aui, T.H. The transfer of troops from APA's to LST's and thence
to landing craft was conducted in accordance with plans developed and
coordinated by the 7th Infantry Division and CINCPOA staff representatives. An assault beachhead was established against opposition by
simulated enemy forces, radio-controlled by umpire teams. Assault
elements of the Division, spearheaded by amphibian tanks, seized beaches
laid to the scale of the proposed target, established themselves ashore
in tactical dispositions, and pushed rapidly inland. Naval gunfire
..
and air support were in accordance with the plan for the operation,
except that ammunition was not fired.
The Division was mounted in Oahu by the Commanding General,
Central Pacific Base Command.
Palletization of selected supplies was
undertaken in order to improve the ease and efficiency of h
Approximately 4,000 sleds, averaging forty per cent of 41l
p14s
were loaded.
Palletizing was a'ccomplished by Division am
ttZ.hed
Engineer Troops at Fort Kamehameha, T.H. under the rnupeviion of the
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Division Engineeri A unique teatuie ws the assembly line designed and
used-, capable of.an output off up. to 200 sled loads.per eight hours.
Preparation of all supplies and equipment had to be accomplished in*the final-two weeks prior to ship loading."
A special cargo regulating section of 6 officers and 12 enlisted
men, including supply servce representatives under-the supervision of
G-h, directed the movement of all Division cargo'to the piers. 14,000
tons of general cargo w'ere,-moved to: the piers-in a period of 12 days
by three different methods-. Bulk supplies were hauled by truck and
rail direct from base depots. Organizational equipment was moved by
truck and rail from unit Etaging areas direct to the piers,. Palletized
cargo-as hauled by truck, ferry., and rail from the assembly yard at
Fort Kamehameha.
LST's commenced loading 17 August, and transports 22-August 1944'eBy 27 August,.a tOtal of 31,000 tons of cargo was loaded on the 12 APA's,
3 AKYA's, 23 LST's, 2 'ISD'Is, 1 LSV, and 1 LSI1 w4hich had been alloted to
this Division. Division andunit TQ personnel,. 56 officers and 102
enlistedmen, supervised the loading. Embarked troops furnished- ships'
working parties. After all cargo had been loaded, personnel were movedto piers.by .rail from Schofield Barracks, and by motor from other
staging areas. The embarkation of over 21,000 troops was completed
in a period of three days, the majority of-it by lighters to ships
in the. stream.
anchored ..
.On 12 September 19)44, LST unit. (TU 33-3,5) cleared'Pearl Harbor
T.H. and TransGroup Able cleared on 15 September 1944.
on l September, the 7th Infantry Division wasnotified that.
Stalemate II had been cancelled.
The voyage to Eniwyetok was completed without incident. TU 33.3.5
and. T 33.3 arrived on 25 September. -While at Eniwetok, the Division
received. Tentative Field Order i3 Headquarters XXIV Corps, dated 2)4
September 194)4 for the King II Operation. At 'Eniwetok, unit commander's
conferencos were.-conducted -and tentative v6rbal field orders issued.
TU 33.3. -sailed froa Eniwetok on 26 September and TG 33.3
sailed on 28.September. The voyage to Seeadler Harbor, Island of
M1anus, Admiralty -Islands, ias not marked by any unusual occurrence.
a tentative. Division Field Order for the King II Operation
En
Prepared, based on Tentative Field-order, #3, Headquarters XX~IV.
w¢asroute,
Corps.
TU 33.3.!% and TG 33.3 arrived at.Seeadler Harbor on 3 .October.
At.Manus, .King II, Field Order #3, XXIV Corp s, dated .$ September
Field Order #9,, Hoadquarter "7~Ttnfantry
to the units- U.hmerous uit
.distributed
and
published
Division was
commander' s conference s were -conducted to discuss rev..±siohs ,of the
.- as .a
optedi..
original tactical and logistical plans that had to be ...

194) ivas .received, and King II,
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result of the change of target.
Initial transfer of assault troops from APA's to LST'S was
completed at Seeadler Harbor. Other than effecting this transfer
at the- forward staging area, landing plans remained as rehearsed at

Maui, T.H.
TU 33.3.5 sailed from Seeadler Harbor on 11 October 1944, and
TG 33.3 sailed on 14 October 1944.

During the period 18 October through 20 October, Army and Navy
air, strikes and surface bombardme.nt vere conducted against the Island
of Leyte by the Fifth Air Force, the Third Fleet and Fire Support
Groups.
A Day, the day of assault, was 20 October 1944, and J Hour 1000.

At 0330, Attack Group Able entered Leyte Gulf and by 0700, TU

33.3.5 and TG 33.3 had arrived in the transpoxt area.

Naval preparaon
schedule.
was
conducted
tion in support of the landing
The initial mission of the 7th Infantry Division reinforced was'
to land on Beaches yellow I, Yellow II, Violet I, and.Violet II, between
the Calbasag and Daguitan Rivers, advancing rapidly inland along the
axis of the Dulag-Burauen Road, -seizing hostile airdromes in its zone
of action, securing the Burauen-Dagami Road, and protecting the Corps
left (south) flank.
Assault BLT's were landed as follovs: Beach Yellow I, 184-1,'
Beach Yellow II, 184-3, Beach Violet 1, 32-3, Beach Violet II, 32-2..
Elements of the Japanese 16th Infantry Division occupying the
Division zone of action were disposed as follows: The 3rd Battalion,
20th Infantry Regiment, supported by the 4th and 5th Batteries, 22nd
Field Artillery Regiment, manned the Dulag peach defenses. The 2nd
Battalion, 20th Infantry Regiment occupied heavily fortified beach
defenses at Rizal, -while the Anti-tank and Regiental Gun Copanies
were in position to support both battalions in their respective sectors.
Regimental Headquarters, 20th Infantry Regiment had boon established
in Dulag just prior to A Day, and the 3rd Battalion, 33rd Infantry
Regimnent moved into position on the left flank of the 3rd Battalion
20th Infantry Regiment in the Dulag beach defense area. At Bun,
the 7th Independent Tank Company was located. This unit was full
strength, but equipped with obsolete tanks, some of which were operational at the time of the landing. In addition, the 54th Airfield
Construction Unit and the 114th Airfield Construction Unit were located
at the Dulag and Buni airfields .respectively, operating under the 34th
Air Sector Command. A transport Unit, Engineers, and the 4th Field
Hospital, 16th Infantry Division were also in the general a rea, Prior
to A Day, all units within the zone of action had orders to "!annihilate
tdhe enemy at the beaches".
- 3-
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norsisting of amtanks of the 776th Amphibian
The first vae,
Tank Battalion hit the t&c4&h at 1003, A few tank bbstacles were
encountered on Beach Yellow I, but opposition Vd.s slight6 Landing .
of the first fourteen waves was completed -with vary minor variations..
"
from schedule and against light, sporadic oppositi6n from mortar',
tassault
of
consisted
h,
and
3,
rifle, and machinogun fire. Waves 2,
irfantry in amtracs. Wave $ consisted of medium .tanks in LCM's4
Waves 6 through .9 consisted of infantry, command personnel, and.
engineers in amtracs, Waves 10 through ih consisted of LCV's and
LG1' s carrying tanks, bulldozers, shore party and medical personnel.,
One platoon of the 91st Chemical Weapons .Corqpany was landed in the
8th wave to support each assault infantry regiment.

As a result of the heavy air and naval preparation, and
successful subsequent landing operations, the enemy force in the Dulag
area began an organized withdrawal from their beach positions, leaving
suicide, units to protect the withdrawal.
By 1016, the 776th Amtank Battalion had penetrated 200 yards
inland and gone into position to support the infantry 6ttaCk with.
overhead fire. Fire of the amtanks ras conducted by field artillery
forward observers.
184o=3 advanced steadily against sporadic rifle fire in the
town of Dulag, .rea ching Hig1 ray il by 1320. 184-1 encountered only
scattered enemy, riflemen and reached Highway 7#I by 1300. 32-2 and
32-3 advancedagainst moderate opposition, and by 1043, had penetrated.'
200 yards inland. Continuing the advmnce against considerable small
arms, anti-tank, and.machinegun fire, they had pushed an additional.
300,,yards by 1400.
landed and moved into an assembly
At.approximately300, 184-2184-1
and 184-3 were in contact,
area on the left flank, "By l30,
reporting no enemy in the interval between Beaches Yellow ! and Yellow
By 1410, 18,3.had pUshed 350 yards bayod .Highway #1.
II.
At approximately 500., 17-3 landed on Beach Yellow, I and pushed
west and south, seizing the Dao Bridge over the Daguitan River.
Opposition was light, and by 2100, 17-3 had established a bridgehead
south of .the river, maintaining contact with the 184th Infantry on its
right.
Route of withdrawal of the Japanese forces - the 3rd Battalion,.
20th .Infantry Regiment, Regimental Hadqirters,- and air and ground
service units w, s al ong th3 Dujlag-'arauen Road~coincident witih this
move, and. after fighting a very detcrmkxned dolaying adtion, the 3rd
Battalion, 33rd Infantry (en left flsnx £a oJ ing tow:?rd sea,) gradually
withdrew inlan&, T]his unit clefe nded tenaco-iovy frorm pillboxes and
trench systems and dixring the .night of f\ D:ay lost f T~ tanks in their.
area, expending, the rain strength of the 7th £rxdeperndent Tank Company.

: Gotpanies and the two Artillery Batteries
Regimental Anbi-toink and G..
'
were overrun and destroyed at the beach.,

By 2021, the Division rtillery Command Post, and all field
artillery battalions'were &shcre In conjunction with the 776th
Amtank Battalion, registration wvas coiapleted.
The 7th -Medical Battalion, 7th Caalry Reconnaissance .Troop,
and elements of the 502nd AAL Gun Battalion, 866th AAA AT Battalion,
230th Searchlight Battalion, and 727th Signal Air Tarning Company had
all established'positions ashore by 2200.
At approximately 1610,

32"2 gained contact iith

the 96th Division.

By 1656, 184-1 had advanced to a point 300 yards west of the east
end of the Dulag Airfiell.
pBy
pqSro int6lyO.1700, all elements of the 184th and 32nd Infantry
were ashore, and had established final lines for the night.
In the course of A Day, a firm beachhead-was secured and major
units were established ashore o continue the attack on A plus 1.
At 0800, on A plus 1, the attack was resumed by the 184th Infaatry,
on the left. and 184-3 on the right, and by the32rd Irfantry,
184"I
with
the left and 32-2 on the right. The 184th Infantry adVam.ced
on
32-3
wvith
light resistance and by 0900 had completed-seizure of
against
rapidly
It then continued the advance against sporadic.
Airfield.
the Dulag
fire. The 32nd Infantry advm ced against moderate
gun
rifle, and.machine
machine gLuns, anti-tank fire and from
arms,
small
opposition from
Catmon'Hills." It experienced considerable
the
in
artillery in position
swampy areas and thick underbrush.
traversirgnumerbus
in
difficulty
foiced to move around impassable areas.
wer.e
units
instances,
In several
By 0940, the Assistant Division pCorazander was.ashore and the
forward echelon of the Division Comm nd Post established near Beach
Violet I. At 1300, when the Division Commander and his party landed,
the 184th Infantry, meeting very little resistance h-ad advanced 1500
rdered
othe
-s",
yards west of Dulag Airfield and a g.p was being •created
.ji betwecn
or
was
Wf.,try
i:a3
the
1530,
at
184th and 32nd. Consequently,
to discontinue its advance term)orariiy. The advnce of the 32nd Infantry was pushed fornrard with the support of medium tanks'. Enemy.
resistance diminished, and by 1800, the 32nd Inti1ry. had established
lines nearly abreast 184. Field artillery battalions, together with
units of the 767th Tank Battalion,, and the 776th Amtank Battalion
Scontinued in general support of the advance.
" As a result of the day's operations, all elements of. the Division
had been landed, with their equipment and assault supplies. The. 184th
Infantry advanced its front lines approximately 3200 yards, and the
32nd Infantry, attacking on thd right over difficult terrain and
covered fortifications, gained approximately 2900 yards. Thesc advances
.
""
secured the Dulag Airfield.

Secret
The speed of advance on the following day was controlled by
the progress of the 32nd Infantry onthe right, v~ich encountered
moderate resistance from small arms and -miachine gun fire. It -was
impeded somewhat by the difficult nature of the terrain consisting
mainly of svampland and dense undergrcwth. Effective air strikes
during the day reduced strong points to the front of both the 184th
and 32nd Infantry Regiments, and by 1800, both units had gained
approximately 2800 yards. ,,By,1300, the 17th Infantry, less 17-3'
which continued on its mission of protecting the Division left flank,
had moved into a sserbly in the vicinity of the Dulgi- rfield. .All
batteries Of the 02n:d .M-A Gun Battalion were in position, firing
field-.artillery ml- sons during the day, and deliver..ng harassing
.ground fires a- -ighS
During this period, -the Japanese 2nd Battalion, 20th Infantry
Regiment, withdrew from Rizal, assembled at La Paz and then moved to
the vicinity of Burauen to effect junction with the remaining elements
of the 20th Infantry Regiment.
On A plus 3, the advance west was resumed at 0830, with the
184th Infantry, less 184-2, on the left, the 17th Infantry, less 17-3,
184-2 attached, in the center, and the 32nd Infantry, less 32-2, on
the right. The 17th Infantry, preceded by the 767th Tank Battalion,
which spearheaded the attack, advanced astride the Dulag-Burauen Road
on a frontage of 400 yards with its organic battalions abreast in the
assault, and 184-2 in reserve. The 32nd Infantry, less 32-2, continued
its advance echeloned to the right rear of the 17th.Infantry. The
184th Infantry, less 184-2, advanced echeloned to the left rear of the
San
17th. Only sporadic resistance was encountered, and by 1330, the
Pablo Airfield was reported cleared. ,By 1715, the 767th Tank Battalion
had. reached the west side of Burauen with little opposition. Terrain
difficulties contributed largely to the inability of infantry to maintain pace with the rapid tank advance along thelroad. During the day,
Julita, Tangnan, San Pablo, and San Pablo Airfield were occupied, and
the tank units which overran Burauen, disorganized hostile forces in
that area. By 1830, all-units had assumed night defensive positions.
On A plus 4, at 0830, the attack west was resumed with the three
regiments employing the same fonmation as on the preceding day. Resistance was light, and by 1200, the Burauen Airfield was captured, and
the town of Burauen occupied.
The Division Command Post displaced to the vicinity of San Pablo.
At l205, the 767th Tank Battalion pushing north on the Burauenflagami Road encountered a mine field a short distance north of Burauen.
Four tanks were knocked out and the advanCe was delayed until this mine
field was eliminated by artillery fire..
At 1500, the 17th Infantry drove north astride the Burauen-~Dagami
Road on a frontage of 800 yards. By 1600, it had reached a point~iiid"
way between Burauen and Guinaronawhere it established a night perimeter.

SAt i55, 32-2. was held up by approximately twei-ty wellmnanned strongly constructed field fortifications w-rith overhead
cover, in the area of the Buri Airfield. These vere ranned by
two Companies of the 2nd Battalion, 20th Infantry, elaaents of
the 3rd Battalion, 33rd Infantry, 114th Airfield Construction
Unit, stragglers from the 54th Airfield Construction Unit, and
16th Division Engineers.
The combined enemy force totalled
approximately 1000 men who made a fanatical last-stand defense.
The airfield vas heavily mined with 100 pound aerial bombs bw.ied
nose up in the ruavay and scattered throughout the dispersal area.
Some bombs were electrically fuzed and detonated by Japs hidden
in foxholes a short distance away.
At 1700,

32-1 repulsed a strong-counterattack, and consoli-

dated positions to establish a defense for the night.
During A plus 4, the 7th .Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop
recorinoitered south and southwest ';to'within 600 yards.'Of La Paz,
encountering only occasional Jap snipers and one enemy patrol.
As a result of .the day's operations, the town .( Burauen
was occupied and the Division front advanced up to 5,000 yards.
As our forces moved into Burauen, remnants of the Japanese
2nd and 3rd Battalions and Regimental Headquarters, 2 Oth Infantry
Regient, retreated est, thence northwest through the foothills
to the vicinity of Hitomnog, (vest of Dagami). By this time, a
new Regimntal Commander had taken over the 20th Infantry Regiment.
In its rapid moves from Dulag and Burauen, possibly moving tempo-"
rarily to La Paz at some time during our attack west, >the control
of the regiment was shattered. Later, apparently near Hitomnog,
the remnants of the 20th Infantry were reformed.
The 17th Infantry on A plus 5, conducted vigorous reconnaissance
in force with tanks and infantry as far north as Ginogusan, wrhile
awaiting the foiFard movement of the 32nd Infantry.
After holding its positions under active enemy~sniper. fire
during the night, at 0800, the 32nd Infantry, w-ith 32-2 on the left,
and 32-3 on the'right, launched their attack on the Buri airstrip,
but heavily fortified strongpoints, and determined enemy resistance
limited their gains to approximately 800 yards.
Me.fanwhile, the 184th Infantry, from positions on the southern
approaches to Burauen, made distant reconnaissance to the south
with patrols of platoon strength, encountering and engaging scattered
enemy groups.
•At approximate1y 2020, enemy aviation bombed ordnance and....
engineer dumps just inland of Beach Violet I-, causing,:oxtensive
fires and considerable loss of ammnunition.
At00,oh

At 0800,

attack.

onn

fApu

,teDvso

on the meniing of A pluds 6,

eue

h

theDivision resumed the

The 32nd Infantry, attacking north and west on ,Buri Airfield
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continued to meet heavy ,jesistarice consisting of foxholes in high
grass Concealed by thick brush, and mxutual' ysupporting machine gun
A limited
pillboxes interlaced with extensive trench systems.
s a8dboui lines remained
"tbanzait' attack was repulsed with heavy Lo.ses,
intact.
The 17th Infantry, plus one comipany of medium tanks, attacked
north along .the a-ds of the Burauen-Dagami ..Road at 0800, 17-1 on the
left, and 17-2 on the right, wile 184-2 in Division reserv6, reimained
in position near tho townof Paitan. By 1300, tanks had overrun'Ginogusan and by 1400, infantby had commenced clearing the barrio. Resistance centered about individual groups of approximately 25 riflemen
under stilted houses. Many wero in spider holes, and many were buried
when tanks crashed through the structures. Enemy ca sualties were heavy,
and by 1300, the barrio had been secured and a regimental perimeter,
defense established around the outskirts. The 184th Infantry, less
184-2, remained in position in the vicinity of Burauen., One company,
reinforced by a platoon of light tanks patrolled southeast to Santa
Ana reporting no enemy#
At 0800, on A-plus 7, the 32nd Infantry continued its attack
against the Buri Airfield with 32-2 on the left and 32-1 on the right.
By 1125, remaining resistance had been overrun, and the ai.rfield secured.
It is believed that except for a smallcovering force, the enemy vas
forced to withdraw during the night as a result of heavy casualties
from the combined infantry-tank-artillery assault. The airfield had
been carefully mined with 100 pound air bombs, buried nose up with
detonating mechanism one inch above or below ground,. Standard land
mines were also utilized. By. 1430, 32-2 had assumed defense of Buri.
Airfield, 32-1 assumed defense of Burauen Airfield, and 32-2 assembled
for rehabilitation -in the vicinity of Burauen.
The 17th Infantry, preceded by one platoon of medium tanks
continued the attack north astride the Burauen-,Dagami Road at 0700, with
battalions in co'lumn at 500 yard distances. After the "repair of two
bridges, the regiment advanced rapidly against moderate resistance
and seCured the road to a, point 1300 yards south of Dagami, establishing
a perimeter defense at the point of greatest advance.
The 184th Infantry patrolled south, west, and east from Burauen
on a radius Of approximately 7000 yards. Patrols in force, Iwith light
San Jose, San Andres, Santa Ana, Caridad
tanks and infantry, reached
no enemy. The 7th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop
and PUsod, reporting
patrolled south to Abuyog without encountering hostile forces.

At 0700 on A plus 8, 17-2 attacked north astride the BurauenDlagamni Road with 17-l protecting the left flank and 17-3 following at
a distance of 500 yards. The bridge just north of G-nogusai, temporarily repaired on the previous day had been Washed out during8 the
night, and tanks were initially unable to support' the attacksi
"

,m

.

...

After slight forward progress, heavy resistance caused full
deployment of the regiment, and intense fighting continued throughout
the day. The main enemy attempt to halt the advance on Dagami from
the south -ias made by the 2nd Battalion, 33rd Infantry Regiment. This
battalion had successfully withdrawm from the Dulag beach area , and
had had the necessary time'to firmly establish rell organized positions
in depth approximately 1000 yards south of Dagami. This unit was
believed almost intact and under organized command. Inaddition,
elements of the 16th Engineer Regiment, and scattered elements of the
9th and 20th Infantry Regiments were committed in the Battle of Dagami.
Total enemy involved in the dclaying action from Burauen
to Dagaii
was about 2500, of which about 500 later withdrew in orderly fashion
from Dagami. Enemy defenses consisted of interlocking bands of machine
gun fire from mutually supporting pillboxes of coconut logs'and sand
reinforced. These pillboxes were very effectively camouflaged. Enemy
positions were on rising ground and could be approached only across
open rice paddies. Men advancing across these paddies were often immersed
in mud and water to their aists,
Of the company of medium tanks attached to the 17th Infantry,
one llatoon succeeded in crossing the first bridge between ;Ginogusan.
and Guinaroi.
Three of these tanks were knocked out by enemy action
and the remaining two, were shortly out of ammunition.
A successful flanking movement to the right, supported by ii-8I's
rolled up the enemy east flank and broke through pillboxes in this
sector. Extension of the left flank to the west and south eventually
located the enemy's right flank. By 1545, the 17th Infantry had
destroyed over 15 pillboxes. As darkness fell, 17-2, and the committed
elements of 17'-l were able to tush some 300 yards beyond the enemy
strong point, and thb regiment closed into perimeter defense for the
night.
The 32nd Infantry, with the exception of 32-3, which was prepared to reinforce the 17th Infantry, remained in positions held during
the previous day.
At 1700, the 184th Infantry dispatched a reconnaissance patrol
in force, consisting of one infantry company and a platoon of light
tanks to La. Paz, securing the barrio. During the day, 184-1, less
one company, and 184-3 departed for Santa Ana, and arrived just prior
to darkness, followed shortly by regimental headquarters which
established the C? at Santa Ania 0
As a result of this day's operations, a formidable hostile
defensive position guarding the approach to Dagami had been reduced ando
•elements of the l8hth Infantry had been displaced for further operations
in the Santa Ana-La Paz area.
At 0800, on A plus 9, the 17th Infantry, preceded by an
artillery barrage resumed its advance on Dagami. Resistance was
initially light and by 1130, the 17th Infantry had advanced 1000
"-9-
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of departure. In continuing the advance,. Several
yards.. from -itsliine
notably. in the Doram
strong pockets of resistance werehadenco'untered',
(_t
J. y;cii
:e
o
cbnceale
Cemetery, where individual. Japs
and'graves, requiring.£!ame tioic'rd and vicious hand-to.'handf i ghting..
before the area could becleredi.-By 1655, the 17thInfantryhd
1800, .7-3 ,was briskly, engaged by
pushed to the center of"Dagami. By
an enemy countserattackhich was broken, and replsed ,;,ith'the aid .of.
field artillery.

184--3 displaced from Santa-Ana to La Paz, and 32-2, preceded by
the 7th CavalryReconnaissance Troop displaced .to Abuyog for the pur-pose of destroying hostile f orces occupying the area between the AbuyogBaybay Road and the Marabang River.
As a result-of the day's operations, .Dagami w.ias-seized'. and
hostile resistance within the Corps beachheadi.was broken.
mission of the 7th infantry Division, reinforced,
-Theinitial
having been accomplished, .the 0peration entered its second phase.
During this phase, the Divi.sionm:ission was to secure Abuyog, destroying..all hostile forces south of'theDaguitan River from the mountain
range east to the sea;. 'to advance west to seize and occupy Baybay
securing Highway#1 fram Abuyog to Baybay; and, to-conduct patrolling
south and west of-Abuyog, north,, west, and east of Dagami, o and north
and south.of Baybay. It waa further ordered to protect the Corp*
forces w-*ithin .its zone of
leftflank,, to continue mopping up hostileoperations
in the southei.naction, and-to be prepared for extensive
portion of Leyte on the east and west coast.

To the 184th Infantry was assigned the mission of 'securing. La.
Paz, and conducting extensive-combat patrolling to destroy all .enemy
forces in the area bounded-on the north-by the Daguitan River, on the
west by the mountain range, .oi the. east by the sea,. and on the south
by a line running east-west through Abuyog. Later it wyas directed, to
maintain one battalion in-.Abuyog, and to conduct -aggressive patrQlling
in-its assigned zones destroying all .hostile forces encountered.

•

The 32nd Infantry was ordered to.maintain one battalion ih the

vicinity of Guinarona to continue mopping east and west of. the.,Buraucn.

Dagami road, to. maintain one reinforced battalion at Abuyog, and was
further directed to move one reinforced battalion by.water, to Panaon
and maintain control of
Island, there to relieve the 21st Infantry,.
.
"
Panaon Strait.
On A plus .12, 17-1 resumed reconnaissance in force 1800.yards
west of Dagamni to clear the, enemy from positions in that area.. Terrain.
consisted' of a series of rice. paddies traversed by a .single lane iunimproved road. By late. afternoon, this battalion had driven to the foothills where well-concealed enemy, .strongly entrenched and in considerable
Ma chine gun. fire from the hills pinned the
force, were encountered.
......
battalion effectively in'. the paddies,..preventing either forward or
"
retrograde movement.
-

I0-

32-3 from positiohs immediately south of Guinarona, resumed
operations against a force uncovered by patrol action of the previous
day. Artillery fire caused withdrawal of enemy forces. The advance.
was again resumed and it became apparent that the enemy, taking full
advantage of dense undergrovrth as condc'ting a fluid dela',ing action,
abandoning prepared positions to allow 32-3 to a-dvance, and then
placing intense fire on both flanks,
On the following morning, after utilizing the fire of twobattalions of organic artillery, and three batteries of i55mm Corps
Artillery during the night, 17-1 resumed operations. VigOrous and
distant patrol action failed to divulge enemy flanks, and patrols
received heavy machine gun and mortar fire. At 1400, 17"1 was relieved
by elements of the 96th Division, and then withdrew to a bivouac area
about one quarter of a mile south of Dagami.
Meanwhile, at 0800, 32-3 resumed operations west of Guinarona,
thrusting 700 yards beyond its most forward position of the previous.
day.
32-2 pushed Company G' reinforced to Baybay where it closed-at
2200.
The 184th Infantry continued patrol action in its zone, encountering only scattered individual Japs in an exhausted condition.

.

For the next two days, the units continued'patrolling -with on:V
minor hostile contacts.
On A plus 15, the 7th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop retonnoitered
the west coast from one mile north of Caridad to 45 miles south of
Baybay.
On A plus 17, ,184-2 displaced from Santa Ana, reaching Abuyog
at 1300. A detachment remained at.Abuyog and the main body moved into
bivouac near the concrete ford. The day following, the 7th Cavalry
Reconnaissance Troop completed a patrol 75 miles south of BaybayoWith
no enemy contact.
On A plus 19, weather grew increasingly stormy with,rain and
wind approaching typhoon velocity.

This continued through A plus 20,

causing extreme deterioration of roads, uprooting trees, and destroying buildings over a wide area,, and disrupting supply and wire communi..............
cations. Flash floods which followed the typhoon washed out bridg, s_
on the main supply route betw een Dulag and Abuyog and caused the miring
of considerable heavy materiel.

On A plus 21, the C?, 32nd Infantry, 32-2 less one Company, and
32-3 less two companies consolidated positions at Baybay, with Conpany
G occupying positions nine miles north on the coast. Two enemy destroyers
passed approximately 800 yards off Baybay with no resulting action.

-
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On A plu

22, the 7th Cavalry fleconnaissance Troop

.atrolling

north of Baybay, contacted the.96th DivisiohReconnaissance Troop

at.Damulaan, while 32-2 remained, at Baybay, d splacing Company G
to. Caridad..

On A plus 23; 32-2, less one. cp.i.any,, retiained in defense..
of the Baybay area, sending patrols northeast tothe foothills.
Company G displaced south to San Augustine. Company 1, hi.h
had patrolled from ,Union,,toSogod, Bay, and then west to Bate,.
returned, to Baybay at 1800.

During the day, 17-3 moved -to a position west of Guinarona
where it.relieved 381-2 of the 96th Infantry Division and made
contact with the enemy...-On the folloving morning at.. 0800 17-3

attacked northeast encountering determined ,enemy resistance. The
engagement .against enemy occupying well-concealed positions in
heavily overgrown, and mountainous terraii was continued .throughout
the day, ThrOughout A plus 2m, 26, and 27, the attack was continued, driving the enemy west, and reducing a series of strongly
held positions dug.in and concealed on the crests of precipitous
On the morning o2 A plus 23, it was determined. that all
ridges.
survivors of the enemy force in this area had fled west into the
hills.
While this action was going on, 32-2 and'BatteryB, .9th

Field Artillery Battalion, on A plus 26 puslednorth fron- Baybay,
and by evening, closed .on Damulaan. On A plus 28, 32-2 ,improved
defensive positions just south of the Palanas River, extending.

inland fram-the-beach approximately ,600 yards.
right flank.was screened by guerilla. .elements.

.
The battalion
.The. enemy occupied"

@

lines on the high ground across the -river, approximately"h00 yards
to the north. Patrols .were pushed ndrtheast.
During the next six days, units of the Divi sion continued
patrolling in their zones of action, reporting. only.rainor 'enemhy
The 32nd Infantry on the west coast continued -the imcontacts.
provement of positions south of the Palanas River, and pushed
vigorous patrols to the right (east) flank. On A plius 31, upon
relief by elements of the 11th Airborne Division, 18h,"2,moved from
32 32-3 moved north in . port
on A..plus
t o.Baybay,UP and
Abuyog
in the Damulaan area" on the follow-..,
positions
...
of. 32-2,.-taking
.
ing day. At t his .time, the 32nd Infantry was supported by the
entire h9th Field Artillery Battalion, and. Battery. B,. 11th 155m
Gun Battalion, USMO. Upon occupation of position by.l!$rnm g&~fsi..
Japanese installations in. Ormoc were shelled. The regimental M.,SR-"
from Baybay to\Damulaan was vUlnerable to attack from the camoes.
Sea.

Sustained heavy rains made all

At this times The Japanese 26th -Infantry Division under

cOmmnand of Lieutenant GeneralYamagata,
vicinity of Ornioc.

was assembled in the

His general ,plan of action was as follows:
-
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troop movement exceedingly difficult.
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The 13th Infantry Regiment (Provisional) had the mission of holding
the Palanas River Line, while the remainder of the Division moved
east across the mountains to attack airfields in the Burauen area
in coordination with airborne units.e The Provisional 13th* Infantry
Regiment, conraanded by Colohel Saito,, was composed of the 2nd
Battalion, llth Independent Infantry Regiment, 1st and 2nd Battalions,
13th Independent Infantry Regiment, and the 2nd Battalion, 12th
Independent Infantry Regiment, with the 3rd Company, 2nd Battalion,
UdIndependent Heavy Field Artillery Regiment, and elements of the
llth Field Artillery Regiment in support.
At the time that Colonel Sait6 moved his regiment to the
Palanas River Line, Lieutenant General Suzuki m6ved with the forward echelon of the 35th Army Headquarters into the Talisayan
River Valley.
At approximately 2125 6f A plus 34, the 32nd InfantrY,
less 32-1 (at Panaon), received an attack on its right flank from
superior enemy forces. In refusing the flank, lines in this area
were displaced slightly to the south and'west. In addition to
the assaulting enemy forces, an estimated reinforced company
occupied the western slopes of Hill 918. A counterattack was
launched by Companies E and L to secure more favorable ground.
32-3 received heavy mortar and artillery fire of calibers up to
150=0'
During the morning of A plus 35, 184-1, which had been
relieved by the 138th Infantry, arrived in Baybay and began a move
north by foot. On this same morning; t0o companies of 32,3
advanced 2500 yards east of Damulaan where they discovered an enemy
force of unknoin size, and killed 45 of them. Enemy air activity
made it impossible to employ cub planes for observation. At 2200,
32-2 received artillery fire, followed by an attack on the battalion right flank by an estimated 500 Japs. Company I was moved
forward to reinforce this flan?,, and a heavy fire fight continued
until approximately 2315. During this fight, supporting artillery
of the 49th Field Artillery Battalion was taken under fire by enemy
artillery, and attack by infiltrators with small arns and demolitions.
The lines of 32-2 remained intact.
On A plus 36, the 7th Infantry Division

less the 17th Infantry,

(minus one battalion), was ordered to displace t
h
etcati
preparation for an attack north on Ormoc.
The 32nid Infantry, less
one battalion, was ordered to prevent any hostile movement south
from Damulaan, and to conduct active patrolling north and east to
determine enemy strength and dispositions.
The 184th Infantry, upon
relief by elements of the 11th Airborne Division, was to di~lace
to the Vfest Coast, and assemble the regiment at Caridad in preparation for the attack north.
During the course of A plus 36, enemy action against 32-2
was limited to strong night attacks on the center and right flank.
-
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These attacks were repti1s e with heavy en ny losses. 32-3 ld its
linesi and the CP, 321id Infantry-displaced to 'Caridad. '13_-l
moved into position at Caridad in reserve., and, 184-2 continued in
defense of Baybay. The UP, 184th Infantry, and 184-,3, less one .
.
company, displaced to Baybay.
On.A plus 37, 17-2 moved to. Baybay, relieved'184-2, and-assumed
moved from
area. 184-.2, less one'co.Apany,
defense of the Baybay32'.2
maintainedits lines to the north and--.eas't

Baybay to Caridad.

of Damulaan. At 2100, this battalion received a strong enemy attack,
and.184-1 was attached to the 32nd Infantry to reinforce this position in preparation for' counterattack.
184-1
Throughout the fp1lowing day, 32-2, and 32-3,9ith
east of
and
River
Palanas
.the
of
south
lines
their
held
attached,
comnenced
ffire
artillery
and
mortar,
Damulaan. At 2150, enemy
falling in the, front lines, and at 2200, an undetermined.number of
enemy attacked the 32nd Infantry lines. Supporting'artillery. laid
Company A,
down a normal barrage, and enemy activity ceased.
0400 to
approximately
184th Infantry made a limited attack north at
enemy.
13
Overrun
had
16OO
by
and
positions,
further improve 'our
machine gun positions.
On A plus 39, 184-3 reached Baybay, and 17-3, having been'
relieved by. elements of the 306th Infantry of the 77th.Infantry
Division, began preparations for a move from Guinarona to Baybay.
On A plus 41, 17"l reached Baybay, and on A plus 42 it moved
to St. Augustine, where it moved into reserve. 17-2 was relieved.
at Baybay by 305.,2 of the 77th Infantry Division, and moved to a
reserve-position at Caridad.
At 2200, 184-1 and 184-2 attacked to the northeast, gaining
high ground overlooking erTemy positions in the Pala nas RiVer Valley.
After consolidating positions, thesebattalions on.the following
day, continued probing hostile lines and meeting strong resistanceo
Patrols attempted to find weak spots in the enemy line, and
numerous enemy positions were taken under effective artillery fire.
Trhoughout A plus

44, the 17th Infantry continued consol3-

dation of the regiment. 32-1, having been relieved, commenced
32-2,
Caridad. 305-2
Island torelieving
Panaon
LCVP's
L.-"s and
movement
of Baybay,
defense
the from
assumed
cOmpany,
less one by
of the 77th Infantry Division.
The 184th Infantry continued occupation of the front lines,
with 32-3 in position eXtending to the SE of the lines of the 184th
Infantry. .184-2 more nearly facing the enemy's positions on Hill
918, patrolled actively on the hill's north slope, receiving intense
.
machine gun fire_ from effectively concealed Positions.
-
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A provisional company of anqhibian tracked vehicles, consisting of elements of the 776th Amphibian Tahl Battalion, and the
718th Amphibian Tractor Battalion, which had moved by water around
the southern end of Leyte, maintained beach defenses at Tinagan
and lagolago. The Division Command Post closed on the east coast
and opened at Baybay at 2000.
On A plus 45, the 17th Infantry engaged in consolidation of
the regiment and movement of troops to forward positions. 17-1
moved into attack assembly area 600 yards east of Danulaan, 17-2
moved to
i Lar position 200 yards east of 17-I. Elements of
17-3 arrived at Caridad via Navy Craft and moved by foot and motor
to Tinagan.
Theo32nd Infantry continued consolidation of the regiment, __--_-_
with 32-3 continuing to hold front-line positions. 32-1, less
elements of Headquarters Copany, moved from Panaon Island to '
Caridad, arriving at 0130. 32-2, less one company at St. Augustine,
remained in defense of Baybay.
The 184th Infantry prepared for the attack by probing enemy
positions to its front. A reconnaissance to the south edge of
Balogo revealed a considerable number of enemy, occupying prepared
machine gun positions under shacks.
The Division Command Post closed at Baybay, and opened at
Caridad.
At this time, the Division mission was to attack north,
eliminating enemy forces to its front and sweeping high ground to
the northeast. Upon execution of an amphibious assault by the
77th Infantry Division in the vicinity of Florian and Deposito,
the 7th Infantry Division was ordered to continue its drive north,
establishing contact with the 77th Infantry Division, and destroying all hostile forces within its zone of responsibility.
On A plus 46, the Division, with the 17th Infantry on the
right, and the 184th Infantry on the left, attacked at 0800 to
secure Hill 918, and the Palanas River Line.
M41oderate opposition
was encountered on the right. and by evening, the 17th In]Tantry
had secured the ridge west of Hill 918. The 184th Infantry advanced
against light small arms fire and one limited hostile counterattack to secure

a line extending from the beach 300 yards south
of Balogo east to high ground southeast Of the Palanas River. One
company of-the 32nd Infantry was disposed to hold the gap existing .....
between the 17th and 18)4th Infantry. The reserve battalion of the
18)4th Infantry crossed the Palanas River during the day, and attack-ed
northwest against enemy positions on Hill 380. By mid-afternoon,
the first ridge of this hill had been secured.
32-1, Headquarters and C Companies, closed on Caridad, and
by 2330, the battalion had consolidated near that barrio.
The

Secret
battalion, less one co 4any, moved. to the'.vicinity.of..Tinagan,
prepared -to displace in support of the attack, or torepbl ostile
envelopment of the. Division right flank.
In coordination with the infantry attack, amt5nks.::Of the'
Provisional Amphibian Company moved by water to Balogo ; here at0700, they landed in assault on enemy machine gunpositions. After
eliminating these hostile installations, and shelling' enemy, concentration areas inland, the amtanks again moved by*.water to a point
shortly south of Albuera. Here they made a diversionary demonstration off£- sho , and returned to Balogo where they again landed and
positions. At 0930, the amtanpcs returned to the
shelled on..nyk
bivoua c area.,

Following an uneventful

ight, the Divi-sion. advance was resumed

at 0800 of A.plus 47,. with. the 184th, Infantry and 17th Infantry"on
line, and the 32nd Infantry in Division Reserve. The 17th Infahtry
leuf Uhe
..
butfrdedar.ssni..
advanee-met unrelenting pressure on t
of the_ Palanas River by 1430. The regimental .rights assaulting.
Hill-918, Yas initially unopposed by other than extremely rugged
pillboxes
-ofenemy
terrain, but was forced to .ovcrrun a.nupbcr
before. Hill 918 could be secured. This Ws accomplished by.1230.Pausing" only for "reorganization, troops -which had- secured. Hill 918
struck northvest to the Palatas River. At the river cross-ing.,.
heavy resistance was encountered, and the 17th Infantry -right flank
was nnsn .lidated for the night at .this point.
On the Division left, the 134thInfantry initially advanced
to an east-west line through Balogo where ,at 1155,.the regimental
right flankwas hit by a sharp coordinated countrattacksupported..
by intense. mortar, macine gun, and, light artillery fire. .Calling
on. support from artillery and. chemical mortars,. the -184th Infantry'
repulsed this threat., continued the- advance, and by1530 had.reached
the high aTound south of the Talisayan RiVer.. During the day,al.
enemy forces were swept from Hill 380.
At 0700 .on A plus 48, the U.S..77th Infantry Division made.
an amphibious .landing just south of Dcposito .iiththe. missil o-. ,
driving north ,to seize Ormoc. Initial opposition 'was .very light,
and by the close-of the period, a strong beachhead had been established extending appro.=ately-l-500 yards inland and north to a.point.
several hundred yards boyond Ipil.

.. The 7th Division drive. north was, continued. The 17th Infantry
advancing over extreucly rugged terrain features encountered
determined resistance: .from concealed.mortar s and. num :rous auto-"
..
This .;esis~ta~nqe j_,
matic weapons in sound tactical dispositions.......
ont~d by a vigorous.-counterattack, w hich the-regiment
...'lat
.....
g'a.- repulsed wi th heavy enemy losses.. At t'he .close of the .period, the
lines of the 17th-Infantry woere .slightlyr echeloned to .the .right
.
. ..
roar.
-

-
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On the left, the 184th Infantry moved, forward slowly
throughout the day~~ encounte*ing persistent light artillery
firo4 -hWhen night preparation were qomplete, the regimental
left rested on the Tabgas River and the right tied in with
the 17th Infantry.
The following day' s assault carried, all elements of the
attacking forces across the Tabgas River, drove enemy forces
from the southest slopes of Hill 606, and secured the Tabgas
River Valley. During the advance, the 17th Infantry on the right,
was opposed by well-coordinated pockets of resistance, cleverly
concealed in the rugged terrain. Captured enemy arms included
six-machine guns and several mortars. The drive of the 184th
Infantry against Hill 606 was heavily opposed by strongly dug:
in enemy forces inconahinding positions. During the day, the
Provisional Amphibian Company raided Albuera, and supported the
Division attack with flanking fire. While engaged in this
activity, the amtanks were. taken under fire by machine guns,
mortars, and light- artillery.
On A plus 50, the 17th Infantry seized the high ground
north of the Sibugay Creek, while the 184th Infantry, supported
by a platoon of light tanks, seized the tovm of Albuera, and
advanced 600 yards beyond, meeting strong resistance from rifle,
automatic weapons, and artillery fire. Three 75me guns, British
Patrol contact was gained with
Army Model 1917, were captured.
elements of the llth Airborne Division at Lubi.
Continuing thet attack for the sixth consecutive day on A

plus 51, the drive north was sustained and by l530, the 184th

Infantry on the Division left, advanced under light small arms
and artillery fire to reach a point 800 yards north of the
Talisayan River. The attack of the 17th Infantry on the right
met continued enemy resistance reinforced by bombing and artillery
fire. The regiment moved forward slowly and seized the last
high ridge 500 yards south of the Talibayan River. The 17th
Infantry was naw taken under 47mm fire, a prelude to heavy
shelling through the remainder of the day. One battalion moved
east into the foothills to envelop enemy artillery positions on
the following day. In the course of the day's advance, a large
number of enemy artillery pieces, and machine guns were captured
together with considerable stores of diverse enem; supplies in
the town of Binoljo.
By 1700, this date, Ormoc had been taken arnd secured by
.
the 77th Infantry Division.
On A plus %2, ...the Division resumed the attack with the
184th infantry on>the left, and the 17th Infantry on the right.
Dawn patrols from front-line companies reported the enemy to
Pursuit of the main enemy forces was considerably
be withdrawing.
-
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retarded: by small hostile d
nelaing,
erleents and by ruggod
terrain. The 17th infantry on the right, as forced to traverse
a series of steep ridges -00 to 500 feet high, -with an airline
distance between crests of approx'imtely 300.yards. By 1230...
the Regimental left had crossed therz-lisayan River against.light
resistance, while the enveloping battaliQn on the, right ;gverran.
seven enemy artillery pieces, and drove forward acrQss the river.
By 1800, the 17th Infantry had secured the high ground north of
the Talisayan River. Iany enemy pOsit Amons were. reduced and a
total of 12 artillery pieces captured*.
The 184th Infantry on the left, overcame. light 'resistance
to capture Siguinon, and rhen secured for the night., the .regimental line ran from BinoljO on the left to a point approximately.
300 yards north of the barrioof Talisayan. '184-2, moving
rapidly north along the coast, cut through and passed enemy
position's to *reach Ipil by 1020. Here contact was made with
elements of the -77th Infantry Div sion, and 184-2 assumed
spnurity of the Ipil area, Pasing to operational control of.
the 77th Infantry Division.
The very extended Division IISR, stretching over poor roa'ds
from Abuyog to Baybay, and north to the front lines was creating
a definite problem. Facilities for supply by water were Still
extremely limited.
.

During A plus 53, the drive north-was continued.

Progress

of the 17thInfantry was extremely rapid with the enemy with.
drawing before its advance. The 32nd Infan.try, relieved of its"
reserve mission,, displaced for front-line relief of the 17th.
32-3.completed the. relief of 17-,2-by 1700, and the latter reverted
to Division reserve,-prepared to defend the Division right. 17'was relieved of its regimental reserve missionby 32-l, and moved
by foot to Albuera, and thence by motor to Baybay, assuming
responsibility for the security of that area.. 32-2,moved by LOM'
and LOVPto Albuera.
From here it proceeded by foot to positions
behind and on the right flank from enemy forces reported moving
we st from,. the mountains.

0

By
100, the 184th Infantry had secured that portion of
the Panilaxan River. w,,ithin its zon6 of "action, " Shortly thereafter, 184o-3 vas ordred ;to displace to Ipil, where it passed to
the operation contrO

of
l the 77th Infantry DiVision.

Although the mission of Colonel S~ito., holding the Palanas
River Line and Hill 918, had been to defend against our attack
from the south, his repeated night attacks against our lines so
seriously depleted the Japaunese forces that he was Unable to 'defend effectively. As Saito 's right flank was first turned, then
completely rolled up, and his escap'e route cut by amcphibious
landings to his rear, he was forCed to retreat eastward into :the
mountains near the upper reaches of the. Talisayan River, where
he again came under the :contrOl of . Lieutenant Geneoral Yarmgata
am 18-

'

vhose attack east had failed.
Due to confirmed observations of large forces threatening
the Division right flank, the attack north was temporarily
suspended, and the Division on A plus 54, spearheaded by the
32nd Infantry, whecled cast, to destroy enemy forces in the
Bintoan-Libas-Capatgan area, and to join forces wvith the 511th
Parachute Infantry driving west through the mountains. On the
avenues of approach between the Talisayan and Panilthdn Rivers,
the 32nd Infantry met very heavy resistance from high ridges.
Automatic weapons fire temporarily immobilized the leading
battalion. Rifle and mrnotar fire were heavy. C6vcred and
concealed enemy-positions on ridge crests were not subject to
observation. Artillery fire was called oor, andiby nightfall.
the battalion position was made tenable.
late in the day, Headquarters 184th Infantry, with elements
of regimental special troops vas ordered to proceed north to Ormoc,
where it joincd 184-3. 184-3 and 184-2 reverted to regimental
control.
On request of thie Commanding General, 77th Infantry
Division, 184-I vas moved north and by 1800 vas also at Ormoc,
184-2 at Ipil engaged an estinated 70 enemy east of the town.
The remnants of this force withdrew to the hills.

On A plus 55, the 32nd Infantry drove east into the

ountains up high ground, from which intense fire had been
received during iherevious day. Movement of 32-1 on the left........
was severely retarded by the steepness of the grade estiate'd
to average 45%. In a number of instances 1 grenades were rolled
downhill on the assaulting troops. Enemy rifle fire vas accurate
and the percentage of machine guns, the heaviest yet encountered,
At 1300, a coordinated attack employing mortars, and artillery
ias initially repulsed, but following continued softening up by
mortars, Cafnondbfpay; 'and artillery fires, the objective was
taken. In defense of this connanding terrain feature, it is
estimated that the enemy employed three reinforced rifle companies.
From this position, excellent observation of enemy held areas
was possible, and effective artillery tLie fire was laid downT.
Under cover of this artillery fire, the battalion advanced to
seize still
more advantageous positions and by darkness, the
enemy held only a small.portion of the, ridge.
32-3 on the right attacked the high riegc south of the
Talisayan Rivcer arnd adjacent to the objective of 32-1. M~ovement UP this ridge was retarded by stoop grades and moderate
enemy resistance, but by lI00. 32--3 had g'ained high. ground to
the right-of the enemy.. Late in--the day, one company occupied.
the valley betwen 32-1 and 32-3 to prevent enemy movement w-est.
At 0700 On the follow..ing morning, the 32nd Infantry advanced along separate, but mutually supportiiig ridges. In. contrast to the previous day t s operations, resistance diminished
-
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and by 1100, both ridges had been secured. The regiment
immediately reorganized and continued east into a bowl-like
terrain feature, where by 1530, the remaining scattered hostile
forces had been destroyed. 32-2 then crossed the Talisayan
River and moved cast in a drive to destroy the enemy in the"

Capatgan area and.to contact the 511th Parachute Infantry, of
the llth Airborn6.. Di'vision.
On'A plus -57,- positions were consolidated and str6ng

patrols thrown out to locate hostile forces.
On A plus 5, ° at 0800, 32-2, after an artillery preparation, resumed the attack, and secured high-ground several hundred
yards to its front. In-continuiation of the attack, the battalion

ran into almost impassable terrain; high, heavily wooded ridges,
separated by gorges several hundred feet deep. The enemy in
small groups, well hidden by dense foliage, occupied commaring
positions overlooking the gorges, aId with rifle and machine gun
Lire forced our troops to use the most'difficult avenues of
approach. At 1800, 32-2 dug in, Ling and containing the enemy
in this areai.
On the following morning, the drive was resumed toiwards
Capatgan and Anas. This attack continued to be hindered by the
extremely rugged terrain which gave very limited approach to
the enemy, dug in among caves and boulders in Comnding positions.
Meanwhile, the reginent, less 32-2, having been assigned'
the mision of destroying all hostile forces in their zone of
action as far north as the Ormoc'Patag Line, reconnoitered for
suitable routes of advance north. By 1430, two companies had
reached the Panilahan River, and against light resistance, a
crossing was effected. The remainder of the force then joined
the leading elements and by dusk, all.were in perimeter defense
400 yards north of the Riv.r..
At 0800, onA plus 60, 32-1 and 32-3 jumped off and pushed"
the attack north, inflicting severe casualties on the enemy.
The attack rolled forward, and by 1800, the front lines were 300
yardsshort of the trail which extends from Ipil to Boroc.
At 0800, 32-2 attacked an en6my force occupying a commanding
peak to +1-ll
the east, placing

arms, machine gun fire, field

artillery and cannon company fire on the position. All approaches
to this peak were up steep, rugged, slopes and across areas of
open rock face. At the sane tine, reconnaissance was pushed to
locate °a route bY wrhich tho enemy strongpoint might be by-passed
to the south. This activity was continued through A plus 62.
Meanwhile, onhA plus 61, 32-1 and 32-3 jumped off at 0830,
following dawn patrols. Assault on the primary objective, a
canefield in wvhi6 i thg enemy forces with supporting weapons.
-20-
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were entrenched and conce"led, was preceded by a bombing and
strafing attack, and supported by light t nks. By 1100, the
troops had advanced 500 yards, but stiff resistance continued
throughout the day.
During the day, the 184th Infantry reverted to Division
control.
On A plus 62, the 184th Infantry-continuedto hold and
defend the- Liniao-0noc-Camp Downes Line,- pushing a rec onnais sance
in force to the towm of Dolores, driving tle e..nemy from that
vicinity, and destroying a large quantit-y of enemy ammunition.
At.0800, 32-1 and 32-3 jumped off, imediately de-stroying
a pocket of enemy and capturing shortly thereafter, siz- 75rml guns.
The advance continued rapidly against light resistance, and the
gained by mid-morning. Again the attack
Oroc-Patag Lineoas
was resumed- -and by I530, the Ormoc-Canale Trail had been gained.
On A plus 63, 32-2, driving forward from positions previously
held, seized the comniand ng, ground to its front, concluding a
vicious engagement. The ridge was honey-combed rith deep caves
on the reverse slope into which the enemy had withdrawnm under
artillery fire. Hostile forces had held out bitterly, even the
seriously wounded taking part in the last stand.. Shortly after
the enemy strongpoint was elaiminated, elements of the 187th
Paraglider Infantry, which had passed through lines of the 511th
Parachute Regilent of the 11th Airborne Division, crossed the
Leyte Watershed establisling firm contact with the 7th Infantry
Division.
The 32nd Infantry, less 2nd Battalion, 18L1.-3 attached,
assumed responsibility for the Linao-Ormoc-Canp Downes a a-.
relieving the 184th li-antry.
Tile 148th Infantry-, less 184-3, was assigned the mission
on Valencia east, of ighway , and destroying all
driving
of
This swoep continued through A plus65.,
encountered.
enemy
rosistaac9,and securing the final Division
enemy
'all
overrunning
tii-,
objective.

'
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At 2400, 2

Decciaber .19)!h, the XXIV corps, including. the

7th Infantry Division, passed to control of Eighth Arr y anid
.Doceiocr 26, 19/44,
initiated the mopping-up phase of King iI.
disposed as
was
Division
the
On this date,
was A plus 67.
securing the
Ipil
to
follows: The 17th Infantry fromBaybay
Orrmoc perfimeter,
the
defendingj
I4SR, the 32nd Infantry in position
on a
rimturs
p.
and the 184sth Infantry in separate battalion
approxirmatoly
for
line running east northeast iron a1cncia
\
'
4,000 yards.

During the first 66 days of cobat, the DivTision had
-
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driven from Dulag to Buraucn, .Burauen: to Dadgami, mtiovcd south to
Abuyog,
est to Baybay and finally dioVo northto Valcncia. It
fought as a Division over 37-miles, moved overo15 miles, covered
in reconnaissance 1,857 square miles, ,1st
470 officers and men
killed in action, 1,801 officers and men wounded1in action, took
93 prisoners of w-ar, and killed 10,167 of the encmy.
Division operations during the mopping up pcriod were
based on the ruined toTnm of Ormoc, lying on the west coa'st of
£Qyte at the head of Ormoc Bay. From this port, the Oraoc
Corridor, a swampy and roughly cultivated valley, extcnds
north northeast toward Carigara Bay. It is bordered on the east
by rugged heavily overgrown mountains of the main Leyc I7atcrshed, and on the west by a lower, parallel mountain chain whihh
extends north to Rabin Point and South to the tip of Leyte
Peninsula.
The Divi~ion 1R from Onnoc to Baybas. followed the
shore line closely and traversed a narrowi coastal plain.
On December 26th, remnants of the Japanese 26th Division,
still under the personal co mmand of Lieutenant General Yamagata,
having failed in their attack upon Burauen, had retreated westvard through the mountains and were in the process of reassembling
in the vicinity of Hill 4101, approximately 12,000 yards east of
Ormoc.
The 13th Independent Infantry Regiment, (provisional),
cormanded by Colonel Saito, after being forced from the Palanas
River Line with extremely heavy casualties, had retreated northward into the mountains. This unit was badly depleted in strength
and considerably scattered.
Remnants of the 16th Division,
including the Headquarters, with General Makino, the Commanding
General, were reliably reported to have joined the 26th Division
in- this retreat.
Combined enemy forcesassembling in the Hill 4101 area,
hurbered three to four thousand, and included elements-of the
following units: Headquarters 26th Division, 2nd Battalion,
llti
Independent Infantry Regiment, 2nd Battalion, 12th Independent Infantry Regiment, 3rd Battalion, 13th Independent
Infantry Regiment (provisional), 26th Engineer Reg"iment, 26th
Medical Unit plus field hospital, 3rd Battalion, 77th Infantry
Rogiment,. Gigo Unit (4th Air Army Demolition Unit), 21st Independent Mortar Battalion, llth Independent Field Artillery
Regiment, 65th

Independent Engineer Regiment, Headquarters
16th Division, 9th Company, 3rd Battalion, 33rd Independent
Infantry Regiment, other 16th Division elements, and the Kurisu
Group, consisting of sick and wounded.

At the same time, Japanese units which had been Scattered
by landings at Ipil, and the advance of American troops. through
Ormoc to Valencia, were being assembled in the vicinity of Canale.
This effort was being directed by Colonel Iriabori, Commanding
Officer of the 12th Independent-Infantry Regiment.
The force of
-
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oaproximatoly 2,000 which Colonel lmabori.succeeded in
assembling and reorganizing, becarlo- knowm as, the. Imabori Unit,
aid was. composed.of reniants-of the 12th Indopendctit,. Inantrr.
Regiment, less 2nd Battaliot th.e - ida Battalion,- (provisioal.
battalion, 16th -Division), th. 2nd-. Battalion, 77thInfantry'
the hth Raiding.,Rogimont, the 26th Transport.Reginont,
Regimont,
the 21st Shipping Engineers, the 7th Battery, 2nd Shipping AA
Regiment, the 2nd Mbiio Mdi.ral Unit, and the 26th.Enginper
Regiment.
During this phase of t- King II Operation, it was
necessary for the 7th Division to mintain defense of its area,
to patrol, actively throughout its zone of responsibility, find-f
ing and destroying. scattered enemy groups, and attacking the
two main hostile concentrations. Throughout the period, the.
Division operated an average, of 30 patrols daily,. in addition
to major troop movwnicnts. At no time, did.the enemy maintain
line of resistance, and for-the most.part,
an organized mainCombat.
The period Was' characterized by small
sought -to avoid
engagements, which in conjunction with disease and starvation,
reduced enemy forces-day by day. A high percentage of patrols
were accompanied by artillery fornvard observation parties, and
maximum use was made of supporting arms.,
Initially, the 13hth Infantry moved southeast 'from cast
of Valencia against forces under Colonel Imabori near Canale.
On A plus 67, the 1st Battalion displaced to the vicinity of
Dolores, and the 3rd to the vicinity of Soong.

patrol bases were established.
its CP at Cabulihan.

At these points,

The. 2nd Battalion established

Reconnaissance and combat patrols made early contact with
outlying enemy groups. On A plus-69,..an assembled group of h5
Japs near Canale was taken under surprise artillery fire and
decimated.
on A plus 70, the 17th Infantry initiated patrolling in
force to locate enemy in the vicinity of Hill 4101.

One company,

reinforced, moved on Boroc and Lagasue, laying long- range nortar
and artillery fire on observed ,enemy positions. This company
establishod a night perimctor in the hills. One reinforced.•
Palonpon
the valcncia
west on Division
at Palompon,
movedinfantry
l8hth Infantry
com
pany
ith the 77th
jointheforces
to of
Road
Wear. Biliboy, one reinforced .comipany of h 32nd Infantry
engaged and largely dcimuated-approximately 50 of the eneny.,.
DUring A plus 71, patrolling in force by the 17th Infantry
in the Kanco sia-Magocdoc-Iahiloamu area eliminated ...several ao~all.
groups of Japanese. An emphibious force, composed of. one
infantry company, reinforced, o0ne platoon of the 7th Cavalry....
Reconnaissance Troop, one platoon of the 91lst • Chemical Veapone
Company, six antracks and nine amtanks, Was dispatched for a
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throe day reconnaissance oP the
oLeyto Peninsula.
.his force(
T
established a base at Lierida, and patrols reconnoiterod Libas,
Laluna sang, Lundag, and Calinangan"Point without making enemy
contact. Nwo coipanies of the 32nd Infantry dcliv,,rd a
coordinated attack against an cstti:atcd 73 ceOiy armed ith
m.all arms, mortars and mIchinc guns in the vicinity of iliboy.
Approxh-.i3,tcly hO of the Jaoanesc wcre killed, and the roa!inder
withdrew,,r to the northeast. Nwo co.,.paies of the 184th Infantry
patrolling east, Contacted an estimatcd Japanese Cor.oany in Vell
dug-in positions.
In the ensuing fire fight, 80 of the enemy
were killed, and the remainder Lthdrew.
The company moving west to Palompon effected a juncture
with 77th Division troops w-ithout having made eneuy contact.
On A plus 72, patrols of the 17th Infantry pushcd north,
northeast, and east in an effort to locate routes of qpproach to
1Lhiloa..
Scattered nce y groups .woro contacted and annihilated.
On Leyto Peninsula, patrols moved overland ,via M.1ount Lunday and
Humnan to join LVT's at tatlan. At Quoit, a new defensive position was established, and foot-patrols worked around the .Bay to
Duljugan and Sacay Points. -No enemy.were contacted. A reinforced
company of the 32nd Infantry, and one platoon of light tanks,
drove northeast up the Oruoc-Canalc Trail to a point 1100 yards
south of Dunghol -2.
Here contact was made vth appro;irtely
30 enemy. Driving forwzard against stubborn resistance from
increasing hostile forccs, the compan?, pushed to within 400 yards
of Dunghol, and in the course of its advance, overran five light
machine guns, one heavy machine gun, and one knee .no5tar. Nurmrous
storage installations of food and ar.inition worc destroyed, and
63 Japanese killed. At approx*ately 1600, hostile forces in

this area broke contact.

The 184th Infantry, less 184-l and

184-3, displaced to the vicinity of Dolores in preparation for. a
coordinated attack to the southeast in conjunction with the-32nd
.Infantry.
During A plus 73, two companies of the 17th Infantry pushed
northeast to the agocdoc-Ivfhiloarm area, liminating sIl
groups
of enemy in dug-in positions.
Reconnaissance of the Leyte
Peninsula was complcted, and the patrolling force returned to
Albucra. Elements of the 32nd Infantry, continuing pressure on
the enermy west of Dunrghol #%2, not an estimated Japanese Cmay
armed with light machine guns, knee mortars and rifle s. The
attack was pressed in conjunction with elements of 184-2, and
approximately 67 of the enemy wecre killed and several rzichino
guns destroyed.
32-3 dispatched an amphibious reconnaissance
force to Puerto Belle, covering Calunasan, and Capisanan by foot,
and the s-wampy area wecst of Onmoc by LVT. The 134th Infantry,
less 184-3, located and engaged hostile forces of undeterm ined
strength in the area southeast of Dolores.
.
-
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During A plus 74, 17-3 pressed the attack of two copanies

against.,enmy forces in the rea betwYeen Punta Blanca and idahiloM.
gmentcd by heavy
A hostile reinforced co.pany with fire power
on
entrenched
strongly
was
guns
mbirici=
mortars and nuirous
foot
by.t2
concealed
effectiVely
and
three finger-like ridges
grass.. The attack was pushed along the se ridge s. In the ensuing
action,- several light machine,..guns wore overrun, and approxiately
juncture
65 enemy .killed. By 1800, the companies had effected a
on high ground, and established a mutually supporting peri.eter.
prepared to.resume the advance. Tho 184-th Infantry pushed one
patrol of company strength toward Ltke ,Danao, and a second patrolled, the. vicinity of Taluan. The company at Palompon moved
by -ater transportation to OmocI and thence -by foot and motor
to Dolores. 184-2, ith tw,;o .colpanies abreast, attacked southeast toward Biliboy. Throughout the day, it received sporadic
mortar and machine gun fire and killed 20 of the enemy.
On A plus 75, 17-3 continued offensive action-in the
vicinity of Mahiloam with three Companies engaged. Near the town,
approximately 0O0 well amed Japs,-in deeply entrenched defensive
positions,, were fixed and taken under fire -by artillory, .11-8As
and-4.2"s mortars. By late aftcrnoon hostile forces had been.
cleared, from high ground in -the lvbhiloam area. 184-2 continued
on hostile forces-at Biliboy. Fire was received from
attack
its
smll arms, machine guns, mortars, and 7-mi artillery, but
enemy
by 1600, 81 of the Japanese
driven froam the town.

a.id-beenkilled and the.remoainder

On A plus-76, 17-2. comtbed the upper valley of the Panilahan River in search of oncmy forcos reported in that area. Only
scattered enemy groups were encountered and. taken under fire:,
17 3 continued its attack- generally east, clearing the enemyfrom finger ridges, dndlaying artillery fire on other enemy
groups observed still farth.r ca st.. Tho 32nd Infantry dispId cod
a.provisional platoon to Guinobatan at the southern tip of
Luyte Peninsula in defense of Battery A, 531st Field Artillery
Battaion, (lnma Gun) which ras emplaced at this point..- The:,
184th Infantry continued vigorous acti'on against enemy in the
Canale- area, with two battalions attacking northeast astride
the' OQoc-Canale Trail. 134-2 from- the vicinity. of Biliboy
advanced steadily on Canal.., meeting stiff resistance from
s:
nciiy, who cmployed all typey.
equipped
500 -well 184"3
approximately
of infantry weapons.
ntmuch lighter oppositiAon.

nightfall, 184-2 had. driven the enemy from" cle,1, while 184.-3
had advanced to a"point 800 yards to the west. In ,the; course
of this day's action, the 184th Infantry and supporting artillery
..
,.
killed '171 Japanese.
During A.plus 77,. combat patrols of the 17th Infantry .
continued to. push northeast," mee:ting scattered light resistance,
Reinforcdpatrols, v-ith attached artillery observers, killed
an estimated 68 Japs. Patrols of the 32nd Infantry coveredDunghol, Patag, ialunod, t.andaag, and Jalubon with minor enemy
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contacts. 184-2 on the left, and 184-3 on the right_
their advance astridn the Or;oc-Ca-na1e Trail, aga i
resistance, and by 14OO, hold a line from Paglocsoon to Tinago.

184-1 re_.)ained in the vicinity of Dolores patrolling actively
to the west and north.

force
Following the capture, of Canale, Colonel Labori's
0estrin
was ordered to a position in the mountains on the
Peninsula.

In moving, Iiabori's troops wore systematically

divided into smll groups, which proceeded individually, moving
only at night, and hiding during the day. The movement, of
these small groups was governed by the terrain, and the disposition of Amrican Troops.
During A plus 78, the 17th Infantry maintained pressure
on enemy in the eastern mountains. Patrols visited Libas,
Balogo, Cantotoc, and Hill 606, engaging scattered groups, and
placing obsorved" artillery fire on draws and gullies to the east.
The 1st Battalion, 307th Infantry, 77th Infantry Divis.i.on caiie
under control of the 7th Infantry Division, and was attached
to the 32nd Infantry. Patrols to Tambuco, and northeast of
Patag eliminated minor enemy groups. Patrols of the 184th
Infantry ranged widely from Dolores and Canale attempting to
find and fix major enemy forces. but encountered only disorganized groups. Strongest resistance was met in the rugged
terrain near Cabadyangan.
On A plus 79, the 17th Infantry sent two companiies
plus strong combat patrols northeast into the mountains.
Artillery observers accompanying patrols, fired on enemy groups
killing approximately 50. Those comppanies pushed to Kancosia
and Lhgocdoc vith minor enemy contacts. 307-1 relieved 32-3
in the Ornoc Peri.mter, and 32-3 displaced and established a
base caizp near Punta Blanca. One com.pany, reinforced, encountered an estimated Japanese Comipany in a bamboo thicket four
hundred yards north of thc O.xi.oc-Liloan Road. This force was
taken undor fire, but succeeded in disengaging and withdrawing
to the northwest. The 184th Infantry, less 184-3, moved to the
vicinity Qf Siguinon preparatory to attacking northeast. 184-3
less one company, swept southwest from Canalc to Biliboy,
eliminating encmy stragglers. One coepany patrolled the Canalelake Danao Trail.
During A plus 80, one reinforced platoon of the 32nd
Infantry contacted an e stiated 50 to 60 enemy in the vicinity
of Lilean. These wecre taken under fire, but effected a withThe l84th Infantry, less 18h-3, from its new position
drawal.
betwveen the Panilahan and Talisayan Rivers conducted limited
patrolling northeast to a line running betweecn Pahagan and Libas.
This temporary limiting line wass established to pexmit freedom
of cub spotted artillery fire. l84-3, less one company, patrolled
-
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for 2,000 yards from I iliboy4 eliminatingm nor enemy.groups'
Patrol of the Canale-Lake Danao Trail by one company was continued.
During the night, harassing artillery fire was laid on Ponson
Island.

On A plus 81, four provisional port companies totalling
825 men, drawn from combat troops ofthe Division, lef for the
east coast.
1500 yards south of Bao, a colmpany of the 32nd Infantry
received intense automatic weapons fire from well-concealed
enemy positions. The hostile grouxp held its ground tenaciously
during the day, but vithdrew under cover of darkness. 307-l
patrolled to. Liloan, Soong, and north 500 yards to IAsin,
encountering an estimated 100 of the enemy* Small arms, mortar
and artillery fire killed 33 Japanese, and the remainder effected
a withdrawal.' The 18hth Iinantry observed numerous enemy groups
in the sector between Libas and Maagonoc. One patrol of 18L-1
reached the summit of Hill 4iO1, established an OP, and conducted
effective artillery fire on scattered groups of Japs. 184-2
sent three patrols to the headwaters of the Panilahan River, and

killed 45 Japs between Binabuyan and Pahagan.

18h-3 patrolled

to the vicinity of Lundon and established a new base camp on the
Canale- Lake Danao Trail.
During A plus 82, a reinforced company of the 17th Infantry
discovered a large enemy concentration on a plateai located in a
deep gorge, approximuately 2500 yards east of Punta -Blanca. HeAsy
artillery concentrations were placed on the area, killing at
least 100 Japs. A strong patrol descended into the gorge, but
was unable to reach the plateau. The 32nd Infantry maintained
one battalion in the vicinity of Punta Blanca. Three reinforced
companies were sent from the Ormoc perimeter to destroy enemy
forces located in the Liloan, Soong, hasin, Bao, and Catmon areas.
Near Bao, an estimated .150r Japs were contacted. After losing
five killed, this enemy group retreated ast:ily toward Liasin,
where it ran into a Company of 307-1 already engaged vith a group
of 40 Japs. Artillery and mortar fire was placed on the larger
group, killing 40. The remainder became completely disorganized
and scattered. Patrols of the 184th Infantry eliminated scattered
groups of stragglers, and the OP established on Hill 4101 placed
artill! ~ry and machine gun fire on several groups of enemy mOving
north.
on A plus 33, patrols of the 17th Infantry covered Hill
606 via the Tabgas River, the Calingatngai River, Candonaya via
the Sibugay River, and Kang Cainto.* The patrol pushing toward °
enemy concentrations previously l.ocatc6 iast of Punta Blanca
eliminated outlying enem!y groups, but was delayed by extremely
heavy rain forests. 32"1, less one company, vns reieved by
184-l, and displaced to the Vicinity of Liloan. One company,
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reinforce4, patrolled the Soong"Masin area, encountering and
annihilating a group of end y In a balmboo thicket. One platoon
of 307-1 moved by DUKW to Pterto Bello, and thence to Binuhay,
Binoban, Ipil, Biasong, and returned, crossing the swampy area
west of Ormoc, without enemy contact
184-2 dispatched three
patrols to the upper branches of the Panilahan River. 184-3
initiated action to re-group its forces. One company patrolled
the Lake Danao area extensively, and a second-company patrolled .

the. area west of Lake Danao.

On A plus 84, General Yamragata's 26th Division Headquarters
and units assembled under his coymiand in the hills cast of Punta
Blanca, began moving northwest through the mountains tovrard Lake
Danao, their ultimate goal being the west coast of Leyte Peninsula and eventual evacuation from the island.
On this day, four combat patrols of the. 17th Infantry
covered the area Palanas, Bacan, Tabgas, Calingatngan and Sibugay
Rivers, encountering few of the enemy. One company searched
the headwaters of the Panilahan River penetrating to a point
approximately 1500 yards north of Pahagan where it bivouaced for
the night. Patrols operating farther south made no enemy contact. The 184th Infantry, less 184-3, with 307-1 attached,
assumed responsibility for the defense of Ormoc. 184-3 onmenced
assembly of its forces in the vicinity of ipil f61 an assault
on the Camotes Islands, to be known as the Sweet Potato Operation. The 32nd Infantry, relieved of defense of 0rmoc, commenced
displacement of troops to the north, noTtheast and northwest to
continue mopping up operations in the northernportion of the
Division zone of responsibility. 32-1 from positions previously
held in the vicinity of Liloan, sent two 'ompanies reinforced,
sweeping on a 2,000 yard front to Nasin. Small enemy groups
up to 30 men were eliminated, and by 1600, a perimeter defense
had been established at Masin. One company advancing on Bao,
engaged many enemy groups en route, and by 1600 had established
a perimeter blocking the .Pags-angahan River Ford. 32-2 displaced
to the vicinity of Dolorps- outposting the trail to Lake Danao
and Buena Vista. 32-3 outposted Biliboy and Canale. At 1930,
a hostilp force of from -l0 to 200, em.lo ,ing rifles, machine
guns, and knee mortars, made a Strong night attack against the
perimeter & Company A near
sin. Brought up s'harly against
concertina wire of the final protective line), t.he enemyvws taken
under fire, disorganized, and driven back. After reorganizing
their forces,, and, evacuating some dead and wounded, the enemy bypassed Company A and drove southwest. Approaching defenses of
Company B, the Jap force was further decimated by effective
artillery fire, and, remnants withdrew west.
On A plus 85, the 17th Infantry pushed combat patrols as
far as 4,000 yards up the Panilahan River from Pahagan. 32-1l,
patrolling in the Tabugnapoc, Picoy, Colisao, Masin area, killed
27 enemy in numerous small engagements. 32-2 in exctensive patrol
-
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action covering the area from Cabulihan on Highway #2 to Hibunawan,
Cablinan, IV1calpe , and Lake, Danao encountered only 3 -Dolores,
enemy. Patrols of 32-3 operating from Dunghol madc minor ene~j
I8L
.i3 remained in the vicinity of Ipil
contacts near Lake Danao.
in preparation for the Sweat Potato Operation.
its effort to
Infantry*continued
the 17th26th
plusthe86,Japanese
Division CP. Effective artillery
andAfix
locate On
fire was placed on an estimated 100 Japs moving north in column,
and one company pushed through a lightly held eneWmy position.
Heavy, low-hanging clouds greatly impeded operations in the
mountain areas. Patrols of the 32nd Infantry, sweeping north,
northwest, and northeast of Ormoc, eliminated 58 scattered Japs.
a provisional amphibian company,

composed of elements of the 776th

Amtank Battalion, and4the 718th and 536th Amtrack Battalions,

completed assembly of vehicles near Ipil in preparation for the
Sieet Potato Operation.
During A plus 87, the Special Task Force, composed of
184-3, heavily reinforced, sailed from Ipil at 0010, with the
mission of seizing the Camotes Islands. This force was embarked
on LVT's, -LCM's, and LCVI's. Screened by PT boats, and covered
by P-4O's of the Fifth AAF, the movement to the objective was
an unopposed landing on Ponson
without incident, and
completed
AdVancing rapidly from the beach
Island ws effected at 074.
at Kavit, Company L drove northeast along the west coast to Dapdap, and Company K pushed on the east coast to Montserrat. Both
companies immediately coimmenced intensive patrolling. Company
I, waterborne in amtracks and supported by antanks, landed at a
point approximately 1500 yards southwest of Pilar and adyanced
No resistance was encountered during
northeast to that barrio.
the day. .
The 17th Infantry continued its efforts to locateCtbo
Japanese 26th Division CP. Patrols of the 32nd Infantry encountered small enemy groups moving west across the Ormoc Corridor,
foothills. An additional
among the western
and concealedport
company consisting of 100 officers and men
provisional
draimn from Division Artillery departed for the east coast,
On A plus 88, the Special Task Force completed the
made 'on Poro.
attack wasPonson,
a strafing
and forces
- had evacuated
Island,
of Ponson
seizure
It was evident
that
Japanese
after
systematically massacring most of the civilian populace.
By A plus 89, the last of Colonel Imabori' s remaining
troops had completed their~ move west across thie Ormoc Corridor
and assembled in a defensive position on the slopes of Mount
Of the original 2,000 Japanese in the Canale area,
Naguang.
only 1,116 managed to roach Mount Naguctng. These figures are
drawn from Colonel Inmabori',s official reports. Iieamwhile,
-
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hareached
General Yamagata's unit moving north from Hill
Persistent American attacks,
the southern end of Lake Dana0o
starvation
and
.diease,
aid reduced this group by
coupled with
approxiimiately 1,650. Yamagata's force noir totalled approximately
2,000 starving and poorly equipped troops.
During A plus 89, the Special Task Force completed plans
for the invasion of Pore. The 32nd Infantry continued aggressive
patrolling in its' zone of responsibility, in a detormiid effdrt
to find and-destroy hostile remnants, and to locateand block
enemy escape routes north in the vicinity: of Lake Danao. 17-2
driving east with two companies, overran a trail block strongly
held by approximately 75 Japs. One company annihilated an
additional group of 5.
On A plus 90, the Special Task Force initiated the second
phase in the seizure of the Camotes by landing on Pore Island at
0830. Driving ashore with two companies in the vicinity of Tudela,
the Force established a 1500 yard beachhead by 1100, and swung
west, seizing the barrio of Pore. At 1950, an enemy plane bombed
and strafed the Tudela area.
The 32nd Infantry found little .evidence of Jap activity
except near Lake Danao. Here patrols engaged 80 Japs defending
the trail at the south end of the lake, and killed h6. Guerillas
killed 13 out of 50 Japs found searching for food. Elements of
the 17th Infantry, driving east alongthe northeast slope of
Hill 1101 killed 27 Japs and counted hlh previously unreported
dead.
At 0730,. on A plus 91, the Special Task Force CP on
Pore Island ms bamibed and strafed by one enemy plane. Patrolling
was continued, and 15 Japs Were obscrved and taken under fire
on the high ground northeast of Pore town.
On Leyte Island, minor enemy contacts were mde, but in
the vicinity of Hill 1,101, operations were '%ndicapped by slippery
trails, heavy rain, and limted visibility.
During A plus 92, elements of the Special Task Force
patrolled to San Francisco, on Pacijan Island, and returning,
left one platoon to secure tho causeway. Patrols to Kang Unit,
Tagis, and M,,ount Three Peak failed to contact enemy.
On Leyte Island, the 18hth and 32ndInfantry regiments
found only stragglers. In the vicinity of Hill 1,101, elements
of 17-2 reached the location of the 26th Division CP, but found
the area deserted. One company, disposed astride the main trail
north, engaged and decimated two groups of enemy. Apprcximately
200 dead were found on the trail. Death was attributed to
starvation and disease.
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go* On-A plus 93, General Yarag ta commenced his movement
west from Lake Danao tow'ard Mount Naguangt His route and.
method of movement was similar to that employed by Colonel

Imabori, and progress equally 1ampere
American Forces.

by the activity of

In theC-ametes, the Special Task Force extended its
to Pacijan without enemy contact, On Pore,
reconnaissance
Japanese were oncountered"on Hill 854.'
In the vicinity -of.Lake. Danao, elements of the 17th
Infantry killed 45 Japs and counted 300 dead scattered along
the trailS.
During A plus 94, "the Special Task Force continued operations on the rugged terrain between Poro and Tudela. Northeast
of Pore Town, the Japanese held commanding defenses, situated
ground and providing mutually supporting strong points.
on -high.,
Six combat patrols supported by mortar fire probed these defenses
during the day.
On Leyte Island, only minor enemy elementswere contacted.
On A plus 95, troops on PoreIsland continued to engage
enemy disposed on the high ground between Pore Town and Tudela.
Company L drove northeast up the slopes of Hill 854, engaging
a force of undetermined size, while a reinforced platoon of
Company K engaged a small force .slightly to the west. A patrol
to Esperanza made no enemy contact. Artillery silenced hostile
field guns and mortars which fired on the Battalion CP.
During A plus 96, enemy resistance on Pore grew increasingly
stubborn. Company I made an envelopment to the. west ,of enemy held
positions on Hill 854, while Company L.held' on the south. Company
I encountered heavy smallarms and some artillery fire. Both
companies closed in but could not dislodge the enemy.
On Leyte Island,,there was indication of increased enemray
activity west of Ormoc. A patrol of 307-1 engaged one enemy
group estimated at from 75 to 100.' 32-2 displaced to the Pag-

sangahan River and two companies were disposed at Bao and'Liloan

at thesebypoints.
the riverdeparted
crossing
to prevent Lenemy
Companies
and Ufrom
of the
17th Infantry
ISM for the

east coast. 17-.3 (minus) was relieved of defense of Daybay and
displaced to the vicinity of .Damulaan.
Follow~ing a friendly air strike on Pore Island at 0830,
of A plus. 97, Company L resumed its attack to the north, assaulting the south slopes of Hill 854, while a platoon Of Compoany I
patrolled the northeast slopes in an effort .tolocate covered
routes of approach -to the enemy positibn. Intense small arms'.
fire from concealed spider holes held up the advance, and as
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. ground,
darkness foll, positions wore consolidaNted on fa Lna.
Company K patrolled to.Alta Vista,' a'nd having made "fto 6eiftct
bivouaced for the night in preparation for a coordinated attack

on Hill 854.
Companies C and E of the 184th Infantry, relieved of their
position in the Ormoc perimtieter by Compdny.t, 17th infantry, moved
by foot and motor to Soong where a base camp vs established. The
32nd Infantry in continued efforts to prevent mobilization" of
enemy forces west of the Pagsangalan River, movdd elements of
32-3, the Regimental CP and Special Units, to the vicinity f
Tambuco Road Junction. Along the river, trail blocks and out
posts were established.
On A plus 98, the Special Task Force continued operations
against firmly entrenched enemy on Hill 854.

Followidng prepara-

tion by amtanks and artillery, Company K drove Southwest in the
face of heavj fire from rifles, automatic weapons and liglht
artillr-j. Advancing slovily against stubborn resistance, and
closely supported by h.2" mortars, the company gained approximately 700 yards. Independent platoons of Company I reconnoitered
both flanks of the enemky position, while Company L leld the southwest base.of Hill 854.
On Leyte Island, many scattered enemy groups were engaged
in sharp encounters west of High, ay #2, and other groups elimin-

ated attempting to cross the road.
During A plus 99, "the attack against Hill 854 was pressed.
Company K resumed the adw.nce southwest, and by 1500,folloving
intensive shelling by 4.2"1 mortars and amtanks3 had gained 500
yards against determined enemy concealed in recessed spiderholes
on commanding heights.

Late in the afternoon, the advance Ns

stopped by intense and acciurate fire from rifles, machine guns,
and two light artillery pieces. Company I held the southern
slopes of the hill. On Pacijan Island, guerilla forces combed
as far as Union ithout enemy contact.
On Leyte, ntmerous scattered enemy groups wore encountered
along.Highway. . At least 154 enemy were killed and 16 PoVr's
taken.: 17-3 Battalion. Headquarters, and Cannon Company embarked
on LSM's for movement to the east coast for rehabilitation.
On A plus 100, the. Special Task Force Continued operations
in the extremely rugged terrain of Hill 354. The center of
enemy resistance having been fixed in an area approxi'mtely 1300
yards long and 900'. yards wide, heavyj artillery laid harassing
fires throughout the night . At dawn, 7hm time fire from 'batteryfired armtauks, and rIp shells from 4 2" mortars paved the way for
ground troops° Compqmny K resumed itJs advance s outhwest down the
slopes of Hil11 8

i, whniJe CconrXay i, .less twvo platoons, drove

northeast up the sameo slope,

Independent platoons of Company I,
-
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Recrot
by aggressive patrol action.and harassingT fires successf ully
By 1700, the enemy poCket had
contained the enemy flank b
been further compressed by approximatcly 800 yards, and the
hostile force had suffe'od overe punishment.
During A plus 101, Comiipany K continued to advance
i
southwrest against small arms and machine gun fire from strong
enemy defensive positions. 'In the .:course of the advance, one
37mm gun,. one 57m.ra gun, and- a light machine gun were captured.
At 1430, a small enemy counterattacking forcewvas decimated,land
as a result of the day's action, the enemy pocket -"as roduced by
approxi.ately 600 yards°,: On Pacijan Island, patrols, reached
Esperanza Without enemy contact, completing seizure of the Island.
.Security of Pacijan was turhed over to Guerilla Forces.
On A plus 102, Company L of the Special Task Force, contained
the southwest end:?of-the enemy pocket, while 'Coumpanies K and I
resumed the attack southvest against stiff resistance. Considerable
progress was made, and fighting continued into the hours of darkness.
On this date, the 900 remaining members of General Yamagata's
Conseforce reached the Japanese assembly area at Mount Naguang.
quently, the total estimated strength of the entire remnants of
the 26th-and 16 Division then assembled on the. west coast of Leyte
was not more than 2.,000 poorly equipped, ill-fed troops.
During A plus 103, at 0315, on Poro Island, 39 Japs
attacked the Battalion CP at the bridgehead of the Poro-Pacijan.
Causeway. In a detorrmined effort to break through, this force
hit the perimctor in five different places, but the defenses
hold. At the same tine, another group, armed with satchel charges
attempted to destroy a platoon, of antanks in the near vicinity.
In this encounter, 18 Japs were killed and one of the amtanks
slightly damaged. From positions held the previous night,
Companies I and K roesumed the advance soutlwest at 0800, and by.
100 had joined Company L which was driving northeast. During
this advance no resistance was encountered, but 254 previously
unreported bodies were found. For the remainder of the period,
patrols failed to make any further contact. By 1800, the battalion
i,-ras closed in defensive positions near Pore To-vm, and the Camotes
Islands werc declared secure.
From A plus 10)4 to A plus 113, advance elements of the
Division displaced to rehabilitation areas on the east coast of
On A plus 107, the Special Task Force returned from
Leyte.
Pore Island, and integral units reverted to organizational
control.- On A. plus 113, defense of the 7th Division zone of
responsibility was turned over to the Americal Division.
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Durinrg the mopping .p phase of Kcing II, th"[ e Divi sion
killed 6,382 Japs, and took 14 6 ? YO's. During this period,
the Division lost a totdlof 91 officers and men killed in action,
and 316 officers and men wounded in action. Two large enemy
concentrations were attacked', pushed out of strongholds in the
eastern mountains, and forced to withdraw disastrously to the
west. An area of approxiately 300 square miles was rigorously
patrolled and the Camotes Islands seized and secured.
During the entire King II Operation, from 20 October 1944
to 10 February 19h5, the 7th Infantry Division fought as a Division
over 37 miles, nmoved over 105 miles, and covered in reconlaissance
1,950 square miles, or 68.8% of Leyte, including Panaon Island and
the Camotes Islands. A total of 16,559 Japs were killed and 233
taken prisoner. 582 officers and men of the Division were killed
in action, and 2,102 officers and men wounded in action. The
Division suffered a total of 2,68h battle casualties, or 18.85%
of total strength; 6 ,6 84 non-battle casualties, recurrent, or
h3.9% of total strength. A total of 9,368 casualties, or 6h% of
total strength, were suffered from all causes during the 110 day.
period of combat, and 1,689 officers and men were evacuated.
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TERAIN
The beaches of Leyte provided relatively few problems
for an amphibious assault.

Calm waters in

Leyte Gulf, the

absence of reefs or coral heads, and a favorable under-water
gradient permitted the sooth and unhindered landing of
personnel and equipment. Directly inland frorn the beaches
however, the low-mlying valley floor was dotted with heavily
overgrown swamp areas which formed serious obstacles to troop
movements.
In addition, much of the Leyte Valley was cultivated
with flooded rice paddies, traversed by narrow unimproved roads.
This terrain condition necessarily canalized the movement of
heavy equipment at many points, and impeded the advance of
troops, particularly in the Buri area, and on either side of
the Burauen-Dagami Road. Occasional cane fields and bamboo
thickets provided effective concealment for enemy forces.
Roads themselves were too elementary in construction to support
sustained military traffic. •.With the conmencement of heavy
rains, these roads rapidly deteriorated to the point of impassability.
The precipitous mountain range which runs north and south
and separates the eastern and western coastal areas of Leyte,
formed a natural barrier to all but lightly equipped infantry
troops. These mountains were characterized by inter-lacing,
Imife-like spurs and ridges, heavily over-grown with tropical
foliage and cut by deep ravines.
Numeres Avers fed by nearby mountain sources meandered
"through the lowlands, and on the east coast terminated in flood
plains. With the advent of the monsoons, all watercourses
were subject to flash floods which vashed out many of the locally
constructed bridges. On the east coast, streams were bordered
by swampy areas which made fording impossible in most cases.
On the west coast, a gravelly soil provided more natural fording
points, although these were in many cases affected by the rise
and fall of tides.

RECOINUAISSAUCE

Prior to the laninrg of United Stat s Forccs, terrain
information of Leyte Island was very United, and existing
Maps lacked completeness and accuracy, A., check of ground
distances ashore as compared with map distances revealed
inaccurades of up to fifty pcr cent, and stream courses
wore not as depicted. This condition gave added urgency to
inmodiate and extensive terrain reconnaissance.
The stopped up sohedule of the King II Operation did
not permit coplete photographic coveragc of the targot.
HRover, photos taken of initial objective areas did provide
su.fficient information for photo interpreters to make ani
accurate study of enemy beach defenses. As operations progreased inland, the time delay necessitated by development,
delivery, interpretation and distribution of aerial photos
l:iited their value greatly* Good photos taken sufficiently
in advance would have saved many days of infantry patrolling.
Even at the completion of the operation., patrol were still
back tracking and searching their my among the many ravines
and forested ridges so poorly aheywr on existing maps. As enemy
forces were driven wostward into nouritainous and heavily forested
areas, aerial photographs, although providing valuable terrain
inormation, revealed only the largest enemy installatieons.
Effective Japanese caouflage contributed to this difficulty.
It is not necessary that complete strips of photos be given-,
wide distribution. It is more
ortant that photos of critical areas and of areas vhich are poorly mapped be printed in
sufficient copies that the siall unit on the ground will have
a photo gide to the terrain. It is beieved that further
coordination could be effected to aocomplish aerial photograjy
with the pla nnd roquirements of the ground forces more in

mind.

Aerial visual reconnaissance was provided relatively
io' ut-in-spot rocori.
naissance of localized areas. For this type of ission, the
Artillory Liaison Plane proved the most effective type of air.Craft. Considerable stress must be laid on training pilots
and observers in concentrating on the information desired and
the necessity for accurate reports.

early in the operation, and 'vas used tkh

On the other hand, G-2's
and 3-2's must keep pilots and observecrs iniforred of the tactical
situation, and specifically request those items of information
currently needed.
.
The ground reconnaissanco; plan for Division intelligence
units was mainly concerned with long-.rarnge reconnaissance on
the flanks and in areas in which enemy contact had not yet been
gained. On Leyte, this Division operated on the south flank
of 0the Array, a flank partilrly
e~p osed because the initial
direction of attack envisaged a direct movement westward with
a folloving movement to the north. No cobat oleents were
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diverted toward the south except for local security"!of the
beachhead..
The 7th CavalryReeofnnaissanceTroop copletely mechanized,
with 1Q M-8. Armored Cars, 9 T-29C Weasels and Jeeps, was assigned
the mission of long-range- reconnaissa-e. to the south and southwest, below the Daguitan River. 'Whenever possible, thM Troop
well frward., However, the condition
operated with armored cars dense
vegetation made most patrols
of roads and bridges, and
dependent on the weasel and the jeep. Primaril-r , these vehicles
were used to provide ttansportation and a mobile base of fire for
foot patrols. This permitted coverage of a wide area,. and by
providing heavy fire-power, effectively screened the left flank
from Jap reconnaissance activity......Bold thrusts to .the south
and southvwest- determined that the Abuyog Sector was clear, and
inCconjunction with patrols of the left-flank infantry regiment,
ascertained when enemy forces" evacuated the vital La Paz area.
Mechanized movement across the mountains to Baybay, and reconnaissance north and south of -that point,, early determined the
limit.s of Japanese activity on the West Coast.

.,After the Corps beachhead had been secured, continuous
combat. patrolling by all units was necessary to fix enemy positions.
The value of information secured by patrols increased progressively as patrol leaders realized the importance of reporting
fully not only information of the enemy, but . also details of
terrain, correct place locations, distance and data regarding
roads, trails, and bridges. Such reports are necessary in'
order that higher echelons may provide correctedmnaps giving
more detailed and coplete information. In order to forestall
duplication of effort, these data must be furnished unitswhich
will subsequently operate in an area which has already been
patrolled.
It has been found that confusion is avoided and communi-w
cation facilitated by daily assignment vA.thin the Division of
block patrol numbers to regiments., Regiments initially furnish
the size, type, destination, and route of each patrol together
with its assigned number:. . Thenceforth, the patrols are referred
to ,by number in all messages and reports.
Operation was the presence
of the Leyte
aspectguerilla
A special
..and ,use
units. Guerilla troops had been
of organized
trained and ecjuipped for raiding missions, reconnaissance,
.patrolling,-and-raintaining surveillance on enemy groups through
various civilian sources of information. . Although Guerilla
Headqarters restricted their activ'ities to assigned: sectors,
this did not decrease their value to Ujnited States Forces. The
use of guerillas on combat patrols, except as guides, was not
effective or even desirable.= They were far more useful in
locating the enemy, interviewing natives, and guiding the
engage the Japs in combat.
ctal
American Forces which wol

Despite their shortcoiaings, vhich included inadequate training,
loose orgarzation, and political jealousies, the assistance
provided by guerillas on Leyte added considerably to the rapid
completion of the campaign.
The principal uses of vater-borne reconnaissance were to
convey foot patrols from point to point, and to facilitate surveillance of enemy activity in large and'otherwise inaccessible
areas.
LVT's were used-to transport combat patrols to points
along the west side of Ormoc Bay. Reconnaissance patrols,
operating from Panaon Island used both LOVP's and native craft,
in maintaining the security of Panaon Straits and sou4thern
Leyte.
The 7th Cavalry Reconaissance Troop utilized native
craft in search of coast-wise areas and river courses. Native
craft were also used by the CIC Detachment in dispatching
guerillas to the Cuatro and Camotes Islands where enemy activity
was observed and reported upon.

I'j

The following
image(s) may be of
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the original.

In the King II Operation, standard methods of obtaining
combat intelligence were employed throughout. The troops
themselves maintained a continuous flow of useful information
through the normal command channels allowing each S-2 to consolidate all available intelligence for his corinander. Specialized intelligence personnel were free to'perform their proper
functions in operation of distant reconnaissance patrols,
maintenance of OP's, search for documents, accompanying infantry
patrols when special sketches or reports were desired, and
assistance of language personnel. Artillery aerial and forward
observers were extremely valuable sources of enemy inforition,
which was simultaneously reported to higher headquarters and
supported infantry units through artillery battalion S-2 s
and liaison officers. The specialized experience of artillery
observers proved of great value in continuous confirmation and
correction of other intQlligence reports.
The presence on Leyte Island of a large and almost comrpletely friendly native population was a significant factor
in intelligence operations., ithin the first few days of the
campaign, it became apparent that reports frm both organized
guerilla groups, and from civilians must be treated with con-.
siderable reserve. Natural eageress to please the Americans,
limitedmilitary knowledge, and a certain degree of language
barrier resulted in conflicting and inaccurate reports. It.
was early found that the best method of interrogating civilians
was through other Filipinos already proven.reliable. Each
infantry unit vas accompanied by several of these reliable
civilians, who were utilized successfully as interrogators
throughout the operation. Estinates of enemy strength*were
the most inaccurate of civilian reports, and reports given by
guerilla officers were often grossly exaggerated. Many of the
nativres selected to assist our troops were chosen by the
Division CIC Detachment. In some cases, 0IC cont aociallry
selected natives behind the enemy lines in order to gain
specific information or to contact local leaders or guerillas.
Also, reports of the CIC concerning the political animosities
of guerillas assisted intelligence officers in the evaluation
of information. During the entire operation, the CIC supplied
G-2 ith a great quantity of useful and accurate tactical
information.

In the first days of' an amphibiOuS assault, there is a
great need for obtainiing confirmation of previously gained
photo intelligence and for so developing a picture of the enemy
situation that there vwill be no delay in continuing the attack
beyond the established beachheads. The volume of operational
radio traffic necessary to control this phase requires that a
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separate Intelligence Radio Net, including th three regimental
S-2ts, the Reconnaissance Troop and G-2,, b temporarily established.
Prior to Vhelanding, photo-intelligence, aerial reconnaissanCe an d guerilla reports fixed major enemy installations,
troop dispositions, and the order of battle -with considerable
accuracy. -For the first week, the principal inforition to
be obtained from captured doctmrents tras thee identity of smll
units, and the location of more distant outposts. From prisothe location of pillboxes
regarding
.secured
ners infera-on - s.
and g

tns
the stro.gtn of Artillery, comand post positions,

. and plans for counterattack....
After the capture of Dagami, and until the end of the operation,
the importance of info rmation obtaiie from (o curnent s and prisoners
7ith 'the landing of enemy reinforcements
increased greatly.
on the west coast, it became necessary-to augment aerial'and.
guerilla intelligence-reports ,ith specific data obtainable only
from prisoners or captured, documents, .From these it was possible
to determine the number of eiery landed, the type and qiality
of.his. equipment, and hostile plans for defense and attack.
While there .were a few occasions on wbhch the enemy made-an
effort to destroy documents) :dog-tags, and otheir marks of
S generaUy
identification which were subject...to capture, it
found that the usual Jap failure ,to take security imasures
gave.. us most of. the material needed..
Early prisoner interrogation by Nisci anguage men with
the Regiments and Division enabled commanders to-act. rapidly'
It was found however, that-.a Language
on current information.
Team of"Iofficer and-10 enlisted men is entirely :inadequate
for a Division. There should be sufficient interpreters that
each battalion commander may have thebenefit of Lmediate
interrogation of prisoners and rough translation of important
..
documents.
In the interrogation-of prisoners, 0-2 informed the
Interrogators, were
language 'Officer. of infonmation desired.
given free rein to adopt whatever approach they thought necessary
This system is far more
in questioning the individinl prisoner.
effective "than use of .the

i-sei as mere-interreters of questions

placed by an intelligence officer. The d..ffi_ .. nco ewenOin
ta
ndOcdetlback grounds and thought. i .. oeo--sses often contir
manner.
In
fuses the prisoner whden que stioned in tL., .Lt,
addition., the ha.alilation of"-t hd .nae :.,-suI:'e d&'.c Jap, his physical condition, and the circustances of his camtmre are all
barriers w..
hichn can be broken co ,-,n only th.......
oup'! ' e.tful and underStanding interrogation bya, member of his own rae
The. preliminary security of the King II Q er tio wa
guaranteed by thie change of target after embarktion. Steps

taken to prevent leakage of information at way-points were
normal with one exception. Since elements of the force were
embarked on many different ships, responsibility for secur'ity
after embarkation was placed upon troop commanders of ships,
rather than upon subordinate headquarters in the normal chain
of command.
Censorship regulations were effectively disseminated
by the publication prior to embarkation of a memorandum containing specific provisions to be followed during each phase
of the campaign. It is felt that Th tor Censors could further
simplify censorship regulations by additional study of the
security requirmcrnts of each campaign.
The presence of many civilians behind our lines presented
a serious security prob]em. Vile the bulk of these civilians
were friendly, some few remained pro-Japanese, and many innocently
gave valuable infomnation to the enemy when moving back and forth
between the lines. Every effort was made to prevent this movement,
but the great number of civilians, and the large area involved
made truly effective control impossible.
The CIC Detachment worked tirelessly at the enortious task
of sorting out suspect clvilianr, gaining tactical information
from natives and guerillab, and maintaining port security on
the entire west and south coast of Leyte."
Although the Detaclhment had been increased by SOITSPAC
for the King II Operation, its strength was still
insufficient
for the problems at hand.
The major CIC task of contacting
guerilla leaders, and keeping G-2 informed of probable reliability
of individuals, would have been eliminated by the attachment to
the Division of "Guerilla Liaison Officers prior to the landing.
Had the Division been dealing with a large enemy civilian group,
the strength of the dIC Detachment would have beon totally inadequate. Sufficient CIC personnel Should be available in
higher echelons to relieve Division CIC personnel of responsibility
for areas which the Division has cleared.

PSCI4OLOGICAkt 1gRFARB
During th. King l operation, 'this Di-vision enjoyed
unusual succesq in capturing combatant officers and men of the
Japanese Army.. In effecting those captures, propaganda and
surrendcr leaflets locally prepared by Nisei of the Language
Team were of the utmost value. Considerable propaganda
material vas furnished to the Division prior to landing. Of
this material, strrender passes proved useful, but accoL-qpanying
literature did not fit the situation.
In most cases, the text
ridiculed the Japanese Air, Naval, and Ground efforts and was
accompanied by caricatures of Japanese soldiers. It is apparent
that this type of propaganda would not be relished by the Japanese,
and would only serve to insult an4 spur them to greater resistance. Captured diaries and prisoners' statements have emphasized this fact.
Surrender requests which were dropped consisted of-mimeographed statements which took into consideration the tactical
situation at that particular time. These were prepared by a
Nisei of the Division Interpreter Team who had an excellent
knowledge df enemy psychology. His statements were sympathetic
in mood, and directed to both officors and men, yet considered
the different mental attitudes of these two groups. Pamphlets
were dropped by cub planes and scattered by patrols. In all
cases, they placed in areas selected by S-2' s and G-2, often
being dropped on a pin-pointed group of the enemy.
Occasion did not arise for the effective use of loudspeakers. Terrain permitted withdrawal and dispersion of the
enemy and there were few instances when battlo-weary groups of
Japanese became cornered in caves and shelters.
In the future, sarrender propaganda should be prepared
either by Nisei or With the collaboration of Nisci. Very few
Caucasians have the necessary insight into oriental thought
processes to produce effective leaflets. In writing propaganda
leaflets, a thorough understanding of Japanese psychology is
necessary. The writer must understand the background and
indoctrination of the Japanese soldier, and how he is most
Intimate familiarlikely to react under certain circumstances.
ity with the language is necessary because the Japanese are
sensitive to composition, especially that pertaining to honorifics.
Existing propaganda leafJlets have a tendency to address them in
a somewhat juvenile manner. Leaflets must put the situation to
the Japanese on a man-to-man basis. Reaction to stock propaganda
is indicated by a captured document in which the statement appears:
"The enemy is dropping numerous propaganda leaflcts. They seem
to ridicule our military establish~ment, and we must do everything to show them how we can Light".
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Propaganda leaflehave essentially a triple purpose.
Their aims are to capture enemy military or civilian personnel
as a mans of gaining military information, to undermine
morale in order to cause dissension and disunityvithin enemy
lines, and to facilitate the mopping UP Campaign by persuading
the onemy to come in-to us, relieving our troops of the costly
and time-co nsuming task of hunting down individual survivors
in inaccessible positions.
Some POT's have pointed out especially effective .ite-ms
within the message which Should be emphasized. Some have asked
that points be deleted. The net result is irTiprovement in the
eyes of P01's , ith whose point of view.we are most concerned.
Most of them say that locally prepared propaganda " has had a
marked effect. within their units, requiring officers to issue
orders that leaflets may not. be picked up. One well-educated
prisoner
who had held'responsible positions in Japanese civil
life stated:
ItThe contqnts of the propaganda leaflet
gave me
a new meaning in life, therefore I came out."
The following order of presentation in situa tion or
appeal propaganda has been found effective:
1. Address to the enemy officers and men stressing our
respect for their bravery in the face of tremendous hardships.
2. A brief outline of the situation confronting them in
their immediate front, and the situation as a whole. Stress
the utility of further resistance, and the desire of our forces
to stop useless slaughter.

3. The purpose of living through the6ar is the most important item to stress. Dare them to live through this war,
to work for the reconstruction of Japan. Tell them that it is
the most patriotic gesturo to their' Emperor, and that death is
but an escapeo. Clarify our treatment of POW~f's to countera6t
the horror stories with which they ive been indoctrinated. Tell
them that when the United Nations wlin the war, they will be
returned home to Japan and that the outcome, of the war will deter
their people from heaping disigrace vpon them.

4.sincerely,
Sympathy and
and understanding
written
appeals'should Of
be th.eir
made Situation
to officersmust
to, be
pardon their men if they come out. The fact-tht we will provide . them wiith good food clothing ahd medical attention should
be made clear. Point out thbt Americans may be "drexils"t in
combat, but othorvrise are sports~nliko in character.
!'. Conditions

of

~ure'ndcr

should be wrtten tctfully.

The word !surrcind~r" should be avoided if possible.

In the composition of surrender leaflets, it is well to
bear in mind that Japanese Troops arc foreviarned about propaganda and are indoctrinated never to surronder. To break
through this shell, each message must be composed flawlessly,
so that Japanese officers can find nothing to use against us,
while enlisted men cannot deny its logic.

•

JAPANESEh OI'ZkTONS

V..

in the'
No newmethods of enemy attack -were encountered
King II Operation.
In general, the Japs have tried two main
types of attack. ,One -type, very. similar toour own utilized a
base of fire with supporting-weapons, registered. rtillery and
mortar preparation, and ..
infantry fire and movement. Usually,..the
preparatory fire was absent and many such organize'd attacks: were
conducted without artillery or heavy mortar support.
In either
case, these attacks failed due principally to the terrific fire
power of our infantry and. artillery.
Captured orders indicated that zany of the eneray attacks
had been well conceived, but often insufficient troops were available at the time of attack, Continual -harassing by artillery and
air resulted in dispersion of Jap reserves and interruption of his
communications.
In most cases, his well planned schemes failed-to
come off. Documents repeatedly indicate that a unit failed to,
receive its orders, or that- nothe unit could n6t reach the
appointed place on time, or that artillery had created high casual.
ties in equipment and men. On the other, hand, there are indications that some Jap Commanders failed to realize the force necessary to stage an attack against American fire power.
The other general type of attack was the localized .charge,
in which the enemy attempted, by sheer weight, to penetrate, our.
defenses& Some :such.charges were evide tly the organized attempts
of small units to accomplish their missions;, others were the.
fanatical rushes of yelling men. The latter were generally
executed When the enemy was in a desperate situation. Again our
fire power. all but annihilated the enemy.
The enemy made many attempts at infiltration, which he
considers a tactic of either attack or defense., The objectives
were artillery pieces, planes," supply dumps, C'-s, andother
key installations.
In one enemy regiment, each corapanywas
required to have in operation at all-times two or more groups of "

from 6 to a men vrhose mission it was to make such-infiltrations,.

using satchel charges, and grenades.
In one case only was such'
an infiltration successful, when a 10,mm howitzer vras satchelcharged by two Japs while covered by a rifle-firing diversionary
group.
In another
case, paratroopers
whosang
had while.
succeeded
in getting through
our perimeter
whi,"stled and
booby-trapping
two of our cuib planes. The. same ruse failed to work when they
attempted to pass back through the lines. 'Except for. these two
examples, all .attempts at infiltration were partially or entirely
disrupted by tight night perimeters.
The usual tenacious Jap defense .was encountered on Leyte.
The enemy dug in well and used the. maximum number of automatic
weapons available.. How~ever, fields of Lire were usually sacrificed for dover and concealment - a factor which made hostile
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pdsitionsextremely difficult to locate. This was offset by the
fact that automatic weapons did not cover all sections of the
protective lines. The Japanese did not register artillery and.,
mortars in front of their positions, nor did they ,ass the fires
of these wYeapons. They built successive lines ofodefense,.a,
dug alternate positions; they coveredtheir autoratic eapons
with riflemen and so placed 'machine guns that' they cvered one
another. But when attacked from an unexpected quarter, these
defenses often crumbled-in short order.
Many loctl counterattacks upere made, but these were
usually so poorly executed'
the attacking force- was quickly
destroyed or dispersed, ;Since the, terrain permitted withdrawal,
there was no necessity for last-ditch suicidal stands, but the
enemy did occasionally reinforce an untenable position until all
of the defenders had been killed..
Use of mines and demolitions vas poor, vith minefields
hastily and obviously laid.
There were no newenemy weapons encounterpd during the
operation, though many tyes of Japanese, Amerion, andBritish
-eapons (captured during the Campaigns of 19Ll'19h2) were available. The enemy wfas well equipped with artillery of calibers up
to and inCluding 15Omm. Howirever, Japanese gunnery and tactical
technique again proved remarkably undeveloped and ineffective.*
Guns were used .ingly, in pairs, and only in rare instances as
batteries. .Gun positions were well constructed, but often so
selected as .to allow limited fields of fire. The Japanese
exhibited a marked preference for direct laying. Elaborate fire'
control instruments and computing devices wePGre captured, but there

were few indications from delivery o f fire tha t they were used,
Fires were not massed.* Only one instance is recorded of an actuial'.
adjustment being made and followed by a concentration of' fire.,
Although the enemy held terrain more favorable for observation
than that occupied by friendly artillery, this advantage was not
utilized. POW's indicated that only rarely was the forvwrd.
observer equipped with comunications.
11ost Jap weapons are inferior to our own. However, it
was poor employment rather th-an poor design wiyhich was, partly
responsible for our low casualty rate.
Initially, enemy reserve stores of a.mmunition and ether
supplies were large for the original Leyto Garrison. °Howoer,
the Japanesc did not have sufficient reserves to supply or resupply the new divisions which were thrown into this campaign.
Thus it was necessary for thes 62sznents tO bring with them all
supplies possible. Navy and Air attacks against Jap shipping
Completely disrttpted this supply plan, and only a limited quantity
of supplies could be brought ashOrel. In many cases, artillery
pieces or the larger infantry weapons could not be landed.

..

The Japanese had relied upon a poorly developed

road net and
a small amount of transportation for the movement
of supplie s.
Their vehioles were for the most part
drive trucks of
American.manufacture, totally incapabletwfo-wheel
of movement through muddy
and shell-torn terrain. In the mountainous areas,
animals could
not have been used satisfactorily even had a sufficient
number
been available. An effort was made to cache all
types of supply
at convenient points along routes ofadvance and
aithdrawal, but
the amount in these dumps was entirely inadequate.

The enemy was almost entirely dependent-upon
supply during most of the operation, but the force hand-carried
wh-iich was employed
was entirely too large for successful use of this
method.
As the Japs withdrew, supplies which had been moved
forward
could not be taken with them, and consequently our
route of
advance was littered with Jap equipment, ammunition,
and food.
The systematic destruction of duimps
our-artillery and
air insured complete failure pf the Japanesebysupply
system. However, it is doubtful if they cou.d hare supplied
their troops
successfully even without this continual harassment.
It is not
believed that the Japanese system or quipent would have
been
equal to the task.
Just as the enemy were not able to move supplies
forward,
so were they unable to evacuate their personnel and
equipment to
the rea.r. The Japanese made ovary effort to evacuate
their wounded,
and during the early part of the campaign were relatively
successful. Later on, tley were forced to abandon both
wavroundod and-sicW,
and left entire hospitals with hundreds of patients
to fend for
themselves. While.as-yet there is little supporting
evidence from
documents, it is doubtful that any real system of
evacuation -was
ever put into effect. Evacuation centers and large
hospitals
were improvised, but these were feeble efforts.
Wenever possible,
tho dead were buried in hastily prepared gravos.
Lack of prior planning and inadequate equipment
Japanese evacuation attempts to failure. It is possibledoomed the
the
high command intended to gamble ever-thing on a successfulthat
advance.
It is more probable that .the entire system of supply
was inadequate,
would have been so despitediatosose cand evacuation
Was and
Jndisastrous
to both shipping
losses
and
dumps.
The Japanese again demonstrated great care and in~genuity
in
concealment and the use of camouflage., utilizing protection
afforded by terrain and Vegetation to the utmost. They
soon
vadrealized that to move when under__
o°bservation by an Artillery Cub
revale a ositon and drew ar'oillery fire, and orders w:ere
issued that Cubs were not to be fired upon for
fear of lartillery
retaliation. Consequently, it was often extremely difficul~t
for
aerial observers to spot enemy troops. No new,enemy
technique
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of camouflage or concealment has been noted dlring this operation.
Most of the Jap units appeared to be well trained.

The

1st and 26th Division Wera rated- among the best in the Japanese
Army.

However, their errati i tacctics and unprcclctabl

actions

often
w
ade it difficult to determine whether poor trairning or
b
actions, Liarksmanship
stupidity was responsible for many of their
was generally inferior to our own, though those troops boasted
many bettor shots thart the Naval" Garrison units encountered on
Pacific atolls. There oero-indications that the enemy had been
trained in various teclmiques. such as the use of artillery, yet
in most cases he failed to utilize either equipmcnt or training in
battle. His boasted ability vitrh the bayonet has yet to beproven.
In the latter phases of the operation, some enemy wrere encountorod
training, and little desire to stand and f ight our
with very little
Initially., the physical endurance and morale of the enemy
troops.
was excellent. But as' his attacks were repulsed with haVy casualties,
and he was forced to withdraw l aving many o-f his Weapons and supplies
Consebehind, a large numbcr became weak from hunger and e~p osure,
quently, his morale, in most cases, became low, and individual solMny cases of
diers Were increasingly susceptible to propaganda.
soldiers deserted the officers
voluntary surrender are recorded;
who wore still trying to hold together and make effective the
it is believed that this attitude is
renmants o2 organized units
far more typical of thio average Japanese soldier than is the
fanatical bushido encountered in small i sland warfare,. On a small
island, no other attitudo is possible. Howvver, this does not mean
not fight to
that the great majority of Jppanse soldiers till
the bitter end, regardless of hunger, casualties, and loss of
supplies. There were very fcw cases where officers wore not
fanatically devoted to thi:r rmission- and as long as- any officers
remain alive, the remnants of a Jap force are capable of deterinned
action.
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.,..TACTICS
During the initial and closing stages of the operatiol
the Division in most cases attacked with tvo regiments areast,
During the greater part of the operation,.
and one in reserve.
the tactical situation -dictated numerous independent actions of
subordinate units. Ordinarily, those independent actions, although requiring coordinationand control by Division, did not
constitute a concerted tactical DiV5insi<) effort. Among the subordinate units, the most frequently used formation was two units
in the attacking echelon., and one in reserve. The attack.in
column was also adopted wThen operating in a narrow zone of action
or in

those cases where the location of hostile positions-was

indefinite.
Experience of Division Artillery wnits indicates that in
t
'V.
formation by firing batmost cases the use of a Diamond or "VT
tories is most effective in facilitating all-around fire, and in
providing local security. Battalion CPIs were normally centrally
located betvreen the firing batteries,.
The relief of front-line units during'the King I Operation
was not j-rticularly.difficult since enemy pressure at no t£iime
was sufficientto interfere vith the mechanics of the execution.
During the early stages of the operatisn, many attacks
were madecith
battalions in column, and it.was normal for the
leading element to be relieved daily.
The most common method employed for relief was the passage.
of lines, in which the relieving unit w-ould move up in rear of
the unit being relieved just prior to dusk. ThO'follow ing morning
the passage of lines would be bxcc uted with the unit relieved
tspporting the advance from its position..
ight operations wore !lited
to the perimQter defense,
Use of new type concertina wire, trip flares, and the 60m mortar
illuminating shell, in conjunction wizitri,- supporting automa;icwapons, mortars., and artillery fire comlet ly thwarted Jap
Banzai night attacks. In throe attacks on- smccossive nights against
two battalions, the ,enmy," although possessing ovewiheiming suoeriority was throvii back with extreme losses, some units being deci-

mated.- Since it wa s always possible to reach grond ftvorablo Z or
a jumpoff on the following day, major night offnsivyes were not
undertaken by our forces.
Night attacoks would hivye been relatitey
unprofitable.
Extremely dense undergrowth would have nade the
coordination of'night attacks extremely diIfficult and greatly
limited the use of artillery and other supporting weapons.
$urprise would not have been obtained, since at the close of each
day's operations, close contact had boon established between the
opposing forces. Nowhere has it been more clearly demonstrated
that the coordinated attack f American Forces by daylight can
consistently overcome the best organized Japanese o pposition.

"
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perimeter is an effective. counter muasuro to. night
The close night
infiltration and assault, and the consistently ineffective Jap
artillery and air activity does .not constitute a threat to this
type, of position,..
Local socurity of the" attacking echelon iWlas obtained, bythe, employment of security patrols to the front, flanks, and
rear, In thc.attack, contact:pat rols were maintaoned between
adjacent units, and strong patrols: opcrated on e~posd flanks.
Socurity of forwvar,d areas ;Tas provided by Division reserve
combat, elements supplemeited' by 'service troops of the, assault units,
These defenses were normally coordinated under Division supervi.sion,
and responsibility for the entire area delegated to an officer of
field .grade.

_

i/

and CPs provided their on
echelon establishmonts
Rear
maintaining 0 alert during the hours of
defenses,
perimeter
darkness. Locations of .organic service units s nd CP's wYhenever
possiblo were selected so that front line troops automatically,
The
covered the main routes of approach into the installations.
increased
was
problem of ,security for -rear echelon establishments
:occupied by. •
of enemy termite .patrols in areas
by the activity A
vth radio
provided
Heddquarters,
Provisional
units
service
and v ire comunictions, and organized for the express purpose of
defending the .R, coordinated the defenses of service units.
Interior guards, road blocks, bridge guards, ando.utposts .aong
trails leading into- the rear area and the L1R wore e sbtablished,
and night motor patrols maintained. As a further. Teasure, the,
were registered in on the flanks -of rear
Amtank 75m HoWitzers
areas at likely avenues of approach.
arccoplishdlbyeheyEniheo

Defense of landing beaches was accomplished by the Engineer
Shore Party, Group supported by .anta.ns nd amtractks organized for
Comander of the llo4th
beach,-defensc under Division Control..re The
sponsible officer to coorEngineer Group was designated as the
dinate defense missions of all units occupy-ing the beach area,.
The flat. marshy terrain and poor visibility encountered
during initial- stages of the operation, pormitted very. limited

employmcnt of automatic weapons for overhead fires and firing
gaps. Throfore, the. usual practice was to place the
through
light machine guns and automa.tic weapons well up in the frei..t
On .the
lines ...and the heavy machine guns to cover the flank~s.
operation,
the
of
,stages
later
the
during
Island
the
western side of
guns.
machine
terrain permitted the normal-employmuent of heavy
W~eapons were emplaced on high ground from which ,positions flank<ing and overhead firos Could be delivered and the flanks protected
against envelopncnt. iThe light machi~ne guns and automatic rifles
moved 'for vard.with the assault echelons prepared to furnish
supp°rting fires on targets at close range.. During,0daylight. hours

wohen the attack vas stoppod for r-oftanization,, or other reasons,
normal OP's were established, and automatic weapons emplaced.
Supporting artillery closely followed by essult troops was
used o-xtensively. The effectiveness of this fire enabled attacking infantry to seize many T,Tell-organizod, heavily manned, and
excellently disposed hostile defensive positions with:light
casualties., In the defense-, the careful, registration of artillery
fires in close proximity to front lines was extremily effectivein repulsing and decimating attacking enemy forces. Harassing
missions fired against distant targets, disrupted enemy communications and observation, prevented con-iruction of additional
defenrsive positions in depth, and disorganized tle movement of
reserves..
During the initia"stages of the operation naval aircraft
on call were readily available and comnunication through the JASCO
AGL Teams was excellent. Howe.rver, the terrain so limited observation by ground troops that.extensive use of close, support air-.
strikes was difficult, In the fewV instances hen close support
missions were flom, accuracy -was superior and results excellent,
particularly in bombing and rocket strikes against log-pilIboxs&
Nmuerous air strikes w.!ere made against hostile rear area installations, and although it is difficult to est:inate the exact amount
of damage inflicted, it is reasonably certain that enemy comunications w,-ere disrupted, and many artillery and supply insta-llations
destroyed.. As. personnel of this Division were trained primarily
in the coordination of Naval air strikes, a change tQ Army Air
Force methods caused some difficulty. This vas aggravated :by the
unusual number of high priority missions vhich the air force was
called upon to fly-and wThich lnited the a.--vailability of support
aircraft,
However, all Army Air Force missions that were flown
gave superior results.
On the one occasion that terrain permitted, tanks were employed in battalion strength to spearhead the infantry-attack.
For ti greater part of the operaton, tanks wer can.alized by
terrain difficulties. At these times, it was found most advantagCous to attach tanks to an infantry urt
no1
o-1
en a basis of one
co-hipany to a regim.e.nt, leavign. tanks in asoeubly area close to the
front to
lbe
brought forvard for a. spc
m1ion.
01ic- On te Completion of each mission, they returned to the assembly area. There
were two main types of mission npon which tanks rre employed:
first,
thQ reduction of enemypillboxos; and secoed, flushing out
bamboo ,thickets. In the latter case , infantry advanced v~Lth the
tanks in order that mutual protection might be obtainead.During the landing phase, naval gunfire a gain denonstrated--,
,
its extreme effectiveness in neutralizing all: hostile beach defense
emplacements and rear area installations.. Once our evum s upporting
artillery had landed , naval gunfire wvas employed mainly .to. place
heavy. concentrations .and harassing, fires bn kn~own enuemy installa-

tions in- rear areas.
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Ei FECTIV t KE8s$OF omhP01\1
Employment of weapons on Leto 1+land has'demonstrated
the peculiar effectiveness of some forse
against the Japanese
in this climate -and terrain, and has also emphasized certain
weaknesses. Basic United States Army Weapons have continued to
prove themselves entirely satisfactory, and in every case,
markedly superior to those parallel w-eapons with vhich Japanese
Forces are armed.
The relative effectiveness of mechanically
adequate Japanese weapons was considerably diminished bythe
manner of their erployment° In many cases this was evidenced
by linited tactical flexibility and ir the case of fild
artiN
lery, by a basic deficiency in the science of gunnery.
In consideration of American weapons,

certain salient

features have been noted. The .30 caliber carbine has proved
entirely satisfactory with the exception that bluing on both
weapon and magazine continues to be markedly inferior.
BAR's proved to be particularly valuable when employed
two to the squad. The increased fire power which they provided
was especially effective in night defense.
Among grenades, the fragmentation type was most favored
by our troops, with the offensive and phosphorus next in order.
During this operation, the 60ymm Yortar with T18E6 tube
and IM2 base plate, bipod, and sight, were employed.
This
weapons has not proved as efficient as the ,12 M14ortar, since it
is less accurate.
The 81mm Mortar continues to retain high estimation as
a close-supporting infantry weapon, An armaunition ratio of
80-10-10 for light, heavy, and smoke is desirable in this area.
The tactical situation required use of the-bazooka in
relatively few instances.
The weapon however, wras effective in
knocking out several light tanks and in attacking coconut log
p illb oxe s.
The 37mm Gun was used only occasionally, since there -vere
few hostile armored vehicles, and because extrenel difficulty was

experienced in manhandling ib into positions from which effective
fire could be placed on enemy machine guns and ioill-boxes.
On the
relatively few occasions when the 37mam Gun could be employed for
the latter purpose, its extreme accuracy gave excellent results.
Use of
able targets.
and shacks in
effective. A
even with its

the f1Bme throw~er M!2-2 was limited by lack of suitAs an incendiary wceapon against bamboo thickets
which hostile groups wvere concealed, it was highly
high mortality rate of this article wvas sustained
limited use.
The general construction is too fragile
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to vwthstand., normal combat conditions. Flame thrower ,packling
boxes arenot serviceable after repeated Wettings under field
conditions. Flame throver tantks were of little Value. The
ta-nks beMng old models jp±0esented a maintenance pr0blem, and
frequent. mechanical failures of the flame thrawver itself made
.
employment extremely limited.
The Chemical ortar, h.211, -is an effe-ctive accompanying
It i's
weapon w7hen attached to assault infantry elements.
defidiencies.
mechanfcal
certain
by
however,
adversely,.affected
springs lobe
Elevating screws bend, and recoil and counter-recoil
or near-maximu.7m.
at-madx*rimm
fired
is
mortar
thewhen
elasticity
The .base plates ar e too-small and the base of the stanran ge.
dard is too short, which results in burying Of the mortar and
tilting of the base platedurilng long-range firing.
Thelcaliber,.60Machine Gun conbinued to bea highly
effective eapon against"ground ta-rgets,, and in the experience
of this Division on Leyte, was. the only weapon which proved
itself against low-flyi-ng aircraft..
The 1-8, Self-Propelled Howitzer, due to its superior
mobility, proved tobe the most effective close-support infantry.
weapon in the reduction of pillboxes.
Mledium tanks were the most effective of allweapons in
reducing enemy pillboxes.. In many instances, medium tanks were
successful in destroying covered emplacements which had withstoo d
intensive artillery concentrations. The major weaknesses demon__trated wiere marked lack of mobility in swampy terrain, and a,
tendency to throw tracks when moving onto' soft shoulders.
The mobility of light 'tanIs proved superior to that of
modiums; However,. their liPht amament is not adequate to effect
reduction -of coconut log pillboxes -a mission which accompanying
tanks are frequently called upon to perfo.rm.
Demolitions were not-used extensively bythis Division on
Leyte Island. How.-ever, patrols found them of considerable value
in the destruction of enemy axmuunition capturedin inacce sible
locations, and.not possible to salvage Cue to tactical exigencies.
fire. Pria
of fields
employedof demolitions
units
artillery
clearance
occasions,
O~cuttinsg
several doa
in rapi
trees field
in
cor'd and half pound block charges of TNT w~ere very effective for
this purpose.
All organic field artillery battalions of the 7th Infantry
Division "w-ere equipped with the. 105mm howtzer. A minimum of mechanical difficulty wa .. experienced with t his weapon, and the speed,
accuracy and effectiveness of its fire was of inestimable value
during all phases of the operation. Despite numerous trials, ViP

smoke proved unsuitable for burning buildings, cane, or bamboo
clmateiAcovetrpd
this personnel
ine.
however, it ras highly effecAgainst
in this climate.
fire drove enemiy from covered
tive.
During the attack on Dagami, I
c- fire of
emplacements into standing type open foxholes where the
time shell inflicted extremely high casualties. Prisoners stated
that artillery is the most feared ard aeh_-y vea,pon of the Amierican
Army.
Although the l05mm Howitzer is in itself a superior weapon,
a definite need for the limr Hoitzer, 31-I, does e.ast within the
Division for general support rnm.sionso The general support battalion of the DLision wjas armed wi th Oi.mm how.itzers instead of
l5mm how-itzers because the original plan called for an operation
involving the crossing of a coral barrier reef wrhere the 105mm
howitzer, DUKf-borne, would have been easier to land and supply
The character of the beach on Leyte was such
with ammunition.
that 155mm ho-itzers could have been landed easily in,LOi's.
There were many occasions w.Then the greater range and striking power
of 155mm hav;itzers could have been used to great advantage.
90mm AAA Guns, when not engaged in anti-aircraft fire, were
employed and retistered'by artillery cub planes against distant
ground targets. The extreme accuracy of tlhis weapon and its
ability to deliver an intense volume of fire gave excellent results.
155rm Gun Batteries of the United States Marine Corps were
attached to the 7th Infantry Division during early phases of the
operation, and delivered exbremely effective fires against enemy
They were later replaced by
instal-lations in the Dagani area.
a 155mm Gun Battalion of Army Artillery.

A m, SUPPORT
Air support during te King tI Operation was provided by
aircraft of the United States Navy, and Allied Army Air Forces.
During initial stages of the operation, the folloving missions
were successfully executed by aircraft of the Naval Air Arm:
The fast Carrier Gxroups as directed by the
Third Fleet made air strikes against the objective Commander
area on A
min is 3, A minus 2, A minus 1, and A Day. On A Day, the
Commander Support Aircraft, Central Philippines, through the
Attack Force Commander Support Aircraft, coordinated these strikes
with local air group strikes and naval gunfire. The A Day strike
against Lete was completed by 0900.
Carrier Based night fighters were over the objective area
beginning on A minus 3 and continued through A plus 5 when they
ceased to be available.
Conander Task Group 77s. furnished CVE based aircraft and
air spotters for operation in support of the assault. Aircraft
assigned this mission were controlled by Commander Task Group 79.
Naval Gunfire spotting was conducted by VO-VCS aircraft
from fire support ships.
At INanus Island, 3 Division air observers drawn from infantry
regiments joined the Naval Air Arm under the Commander Support
Aircraft and sailed on three separate carriers. These observers
were briefed with naval air personnel.
Beginning at davm on A
Day, and contin-iing through A.plus h, Division observers maintained continuous observation during daylight hours, reporting
friendly and enemy front-line positions, enemy activity, and
pertinent terrain information. This intelligence was of great
value. On A plus',
the Support Aircraft .arrier5 were engaged
with the Japanese Fleet, and Division Air Observers ceased to
be available. This naval engagement also narked the end of naval
air support for ground forces.
Each infantry battalion and higher echlon, as well as
the artillery comimand, was furnished an air liaison party, suitably tra med and equipped to keep the Commander

Support Aircraft
informeod of profitable targets in their respective areas.
The
Air Liaison Party coordinated the artillery aid air effort with
Division Artillery.
It was habitually able to inform the Comnn
der Support Aircraft what target0s were under fire, and when ordered
by competent authority, wa able to check artillery fire to permit
air attack, Each liaison party carried suitable panels for supplementing radio direction of aircraft to designated targets.
These
panels were remeved immnediately: upon completion of each strike.
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7I1loviing the vithdra~val of navA1":ircraft, air support
for the Sixth Army vas provided by the Fifth AAF, Within the Division, strikes rcro arranged and oQordinated by the Liaison
Officer, Fifth AAF, present at.the.Division Comand Post.

NAVAL.GUNFIRE
Throughout the period of.Naval Gunfire Support, the
7th Division Naval Gunfire Officer worked directly under the
Coimanding General, 7th Division ArtilLery, to whom responsibility for all artillery fires, including Naval Gunfire, was
delegated, and in close liaison with CTG 79.1, who acceded to
his reconmmendations and suggestions inall
instances.
Commencing on A minus 3 and continuing until A Day, the
Bombardment and Fire Support Group directed neutralization fires
against heavy guns and gun emplacements, blockhouses, pillboxes,
strong points,, troop concentrations, beach defenses and beach
obstacles, and ammunition and fuel dmips. At dawn on A Day, the
Bombardment and Fire Support Group conducted bombardment of the
landing beaches, Catmon Hill, and flark strorg points. Uhnen the
leading wave was 800 yards from the beach, large caliber fire was
shifted 3,000 yards inland. Five inch fire v"s shifted to the
flanks along the beach upon arrival of the leading wave at the
line of fire. A J plus 20 minutes, covering fires inland were
raised an additional 1,000 yards. Eighteen Li gun"boats preceding the leading wave, commenced firing rockets when about
2,000 yards from the beach. Naval gunfire provided such effective support that landing of assault infantry -as accomplished
under a minimum of hostile fire.
° h harassing
Night
fires were delivered on the night of A
Day and A plus 1, upon the request of the 7th Infantry Division,
on all cross-roads within and on the left flank of the Division
zone of responsibility. All requests for scheduled illunination
missions with star shells vere screened through the Division Naval
Gunfire Officer. Additional illumination roquirod due to cnem3r
counterattacks was obtained by direct request betw-een thu battalion
naval liaison officer and supporting ship.

Four fire support ships were made available to the 7th
Infantry Division for call fires. Each of the four assault infantry
battalions was assigned a ,Fire Support Ship for direct support, and
fire of these ships was controlled directly by the Shore Fire
Control Parties under the supervision of the Battalion Naval
Liaison Officer.

Each, spotter with his battalion Naval Liaison Officer and
Fire Support Ship was ascsigned a separate radio frequencyQ
Hoever,
no close support naval gunfire is requested by tDhe assault infantry.
This was occasioned by the fact thazt t .. firsg wave.
sal
infantry was preceded by 56 amphibian tanks wchich landed and moved
to a point inland from which a field of fire we s obtainable in
close support of the infantry. Amphibian Tank Fire was directed
by field artillery forward observrers landed in assault waves.
A
platoon of h.2" chemtical mortars accompanied each assault infantry
,L

regiment, landing in the oighth Wave, and i'aediat ely occupying.
positions from which close-support fire was delivered.- In addition, onA Day, all four battalions of the 7--h Di-vision Artillery
were landed, moved into position' rogistered., andl suporting
"missions were fired. The flat trajectory.of naval gunfire, coupled
usein close
with limited observation, made it ipracticblo fr
support was
fi6e
suitable
more
when
support of assault infantry
was
Division
Ifantry
7th
the
The Zone o;f action of
available.
flat, level terrain, heavily overgrown with,dense vegtation which
prevented observation in excess of 200 yards.

....

Although this Division.did not require any close support by
this does not mean that in future operations close
gunfire,
naval
support by naval gunfire should be eimina.d
1ere for by assault infantry.
ca.led
A few deep. support,. fires
by the Commanding
j
nitiated
Wore
Other requqsts for Naval Gunfire
harassing and deep
of
h
A schedle
General; 7th DivisiOn Atilly,support .fires for the folloVing day, was ppared each evening by
the Division Naval GunfireOfficer. These fires were placed on
knovm enemy strong points, and/road:intCer-sec.tions.
"Duc principally to flat terrain with heavy jungle vegetation,
the SCR 536 Radio functioned ineffectively and the Radar Beacon
Miark 1, Model I, failed to function.
The Gunfire Control channel was used by Fire Support Ships
for administrative traffic, Which clogged this charnmel and prohibited its use for fire missions. It i.; felt tlltFire Support
Ships'. common frequency should be restricted -solely to tactical
matters .

LIAISON
During the planning phase of the King II Operation,
liaison officers representing Ci.JCPACX, XXIV Corps, the Seventh
AAF., and attached AAA commands, worked in close conjunction with
These officers acted in an 'advisory
Division Staff personnel,

capacity in preparation of plans -hich were incorporated into
IITCPA.C Liaison Officers assisted in
the Division field order.
coordination of plans for boatinZ, transfer of assault troops to
The XXIV
LST's, and landing of assault troops at the target.
Corps Liaison Officer assisted in operatioral planning by the
The Seventh LAF Liaison Officer served
respective headquarters.
primarily in an advi:sory capacity in preparation of the Air
Support Plarn. The ZVJ Liaison Officer v-orked closely Vith G-3
and Division Artillery in planning for the employmont of AntiAircraft Artillery against both air and ground targets.
Prior to embarkation, Division Artillery Liaison Officers
were excharnged between the 7th and 96th Division, to assist in
perfecting arrangements- for inter-divisional reinforcing fires.
The 75th Joint Assault Signal Company, including air-ground
kiaison teams, naval liaiscn teams, and shore fire control parties
also attached to the Division.
vs
ined te
At !iLnus, a liaison officer of the Fifth
Division for the pupose of arranging air-support missions to bc
flown by land-ba sed aircraft of the Fifth hAjP. Upon initiation of operations ashorc normal liaison as
units.
established between Division Artillery and organic ifantry
At such tiUAes as the tactical situation indicat.-d, uniu liaison
officers werc exclhanged betwoen adjoining elements of the 7th
This was especially valuable in the Thrauein
and 96th Divisions.
Dagami area when battalions engaged in closely coordinated local
attack, and in effecting the relief of front-line units.
A liaison officer of the 767th Thnk Battalion remained at
Division Headquarters from the time of landing until the Corps
Beachhead Line was secured, providing radio communication and
and assisting in the arrangement of tank missions.
During all active phases of the operation,
were exchanged wilth XXV Crs

liaison officers

VThen the Division attacked north from the Palanas River
Line, a Liaison Officer was received from the 11th Airborne
This officer remained with the Division until A plus
Division.
65 when firm contact was established with the 11th Airborne
Division.
V en the 77th Divisioeu made its amphibious landing at
Deposito and drove north towa~mrd Ormoc and Valencia, Divisional

liaison officers were exchanged.

CO" UNICATIONS
Signal Communications during the King II Operation were
normal with the exception that the following four nets were
0...tabli shed:
A Division.Voice Cormand Net, employing
I5093CR 508I

and 510 Radios. This net included the Division Conander,
Assistant Division Commander, Division Coi-Irmand Post,. Division
Rear Cohmand Post, and the three organic infantry reginents.
Division Artillery maintained a listening watch on the Division
Voice Command Net.
A Division Artillery Voice Control Net employing SCR 08
608, and 609 radios. This net included Headquarters Division
Artillery, and the four organic field artillery.battalions. A
listening watch was maintained by the 776th Amphibian Tank
Battalion, the 767th Tank Battalion, and the 91st Chemical Weapons
Cor:pany. The 502nd 1- Gun Battalion, and the 866th AmA AW
Battalion -were tied in with the normal Division Artillery Cormand
Net.
A G-2 Reporting Net employing SCR 508 and 510 Radios.
This
net included the 7th Division Command Post, the three organic
infantry regiments, and the 7th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop.
Infantry regimental sets in this net were operated by I L R
Platoon p'ersonnel. This not was of value during the amphibious
phase, but proved dispensable when communications wore established
ashore.
A G-L Net employing SCR 508 and 509 Radios. It included
the Division TQLI, the Control Vessel, the supply DUj' Company
(48oth Amphibian Truck Company), the two- assault infantry regiments,
and later, the G-h ashore.
The net ,as used to control the
unloading of assault shipping.
To facilitate the transmission of G-2 and G-h radio traffic
on the planned nets, a brief course in radio procedure was hold
for staff sections during the training period.
Ship to Shore Communications were handled by both the Navy

and the Army. All Army tactical radio channels were operated by
Army personnel using Navy radio equipment afloat, or Army equipmont installed on the decks of ships. As the various headquarters
dobarked, ship stations in Army nets closed, except for the
Division Headquarters stationed on the Flag Ship. This station
was taken over by the. sis
.....
rines and operated as a rear
echelon radio, thus enabling the adriral to have dir'ect communications with the Division,
The Administrative Ship-to-shore channels were provided
by the 75th JASCO on the shore and by the Navy afloat,
This net-

4V
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Work vras ,adequate, but littleO',ised by the JArmy since .the G-h Supply
Radio Net, duplicated Naval Cannels in 'Part. T.he G- channel.was fastersince- it involved less'relaying of traffic.
Air ground conmiunication during thelanding phase was conThe 75th JASCO'.
trolled by the Naval Support Aircraft Conmand.
each infantry battaiion and

etoaris for
provided the air liaison
regirmental headquarters. These teams funneledall information on
po.ssible, air targAts to the support Air Cormander who filtered the
This syste-a worked satisfactorinfor ation and assigned targets.
ily. It. is believed however. thct assigned targets.codld have been
pin-pointed more quickly-and accurately had the battalionor'

•regimental teamls been permit td

direct contact with .the.attacking

planes through their VIT' radi 0..

Wlhen. the Fifth IiIF became actio' and .replaced INLaval Air
air
..
the .ir_Force ,Officer .qssigned to the Divisoin Staff rovided
liaison. lie had radio equipment-to establishdirectcontact with
ThisJs an excln
the Fifth iF and with:planes in -flgt
provided the
Division-,
tho
Sipport-.for
Air
directing
manner of
strikes.
air
the
directs
personally
officer
liaison
The problem of cormunications bn Leyt Island was largely
cohditioned by terrain, weather, and'the great distances over
whiclh it became necessary for Division -1....cnt to functionThe,
reduction of T/E vehicles by, fifty per cent imposed by shipping
limitations. and; original planning for operations over a ,smali, .
land masswasanadd-,iional contributing factor to the problem
of Division signal communication.. Extremely poor road .,onditions,
_j made
traffic
and the. heavy v-u1rme of both rheeled and track-lay
it necessary to -lay lines off roads and overhead in nearly all.,
cases. Wire suspended- by-normal-field ire ti-es developked an
excessive -nu, ber of shorts, crosses, and grounds at the,tie.
This was due to poor insulation of wire, exces'sive moistur, in.
the tree, and the strain created by wind, moving'both trees aid
ire -suspended by, the marline or basket tie caused less
wire,
operational inerruptions as it had no direct contact with trees
and thereras sufficient slack to relieve strains created by
movement of thewire. Initial construction wvith the ba sket-weave
tic 'is Slow, but is ;c6mpensated by circuits romainirng usable a
greater p:ercentage of .the time.
The, problems faced by wire 'constructiOn teams wre greay
increased by heavy tropical undergrowt h,. vamps, and. flooded' rice
paddy, areas. As the operation progressed, some trunk~ lines between echelons wvere over thiarty miles long. Distanoes Such as ..
these and extreme-wet, weather conditions combJined tormake iire
A distinct need was felt. for Spiral
'W-ltO less than satisfactory,
Four Cable.. As a result of these conditions, tiue volumeo of traffi
handled, by .radio became di sproportionately large as Compared._with
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that transmitted by wirt, taxing message center to the utmost of
its capacity. During the period from 0 October to 26 Deceuber
1944, message center handled 21024 messages, or an average of
309 per dayo Of this number 19,)000 were clear te"ec,,- or shackle
cipher, and 2,024 were in code. The average timie for encoding
and decoding during the operation was 29 minutes. Had coding of
*all messages been required, operations would have been delayed
materially.

The great nuber of heavy construction Vehicles operating
at maximum speeds in improvement of .6ads and construction of airfields, increased the tendency toward carelessness on the part of
drivers, and caused frequent extensive breaks in wire lines. Misuse of wrire by civilianms and soldiers for personal and domestic
purposes created a serious unnecessary difficulty for trouble
shooters of the wire construction platoon. In several instances,
infiltrating enemy succeeded in tapping and booby-trapping wire
lines. High tropical winds reaching typhoon proportions uprooted
trees and destroyed buildings over a wide. area. The number of
available wire construction personnel to handle these diverse
problems w~as inadequate.
The Cargo Carrier '11-29C is not rugged enough to withstand
the constant rough usage of wire construction. EquipmCnt and wire
for a Division Wire Team cannot be carried in sufficient quantity
in this vehicle.

-o'

oweeks

after the oenin

of hostilitieS,

all

1,1-29C Wire Vehicles were wrecked beyond repair because of the overload. No vehicle smaller than a 3/, Ton )4,J4 truck p:roved adequate
for Wire laying. As a mount for vehicular radios omever, the
M-29C proved of outstanding value. The vehicle has a 12 volt
ignition system, permits adequate w-aterproofing of equipnent., and
can be readily blacked outb for night operation of radio sets. It
can cover terrain inaccessible to a

-

Ton 4x4 Truck and can carry

the necessary equipment for a three man radio team.
4x4' Truck can do only with the aid of a trailer.

This the

Ton

Among radios employed in this operation, littile difficulty
was encountered except wvrith the SCR 300 when that set was used to
provide Cannon Company Coryunication, The distant transmission
required by Cannon Company is beyond the range of this sot,
Experience proved th~at the effective range ~of radio sets using
whip antennas was reduced approximately fifty per cent. Whip
antennas were discarded in favor of long wire antennas, cut to
frequency, which materially increased the working range. Adjusting antennas for rapidly changing frequencies is not feasible
unless special equipncnt Such as a Tape Measure mntenna is
provided.
Linemen are vulnerable when climbing poles or trees and
need a weapon which •can be operated with one hand. The carbine

or H-l rifle must be slung while the man is above ground.

This
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only one-hand of the
makes tho weapon inaccssible,as of.
Tho pistol, automaic, cali r .45 in a shoulder
lineman is frec.
holster would be avaibable for instant-useu-uncle,.-any,condition.
Interference fros- enemy radio transuitters was noted on
This resulted from dellberate jaadinL and the
many occasions.
fact t' t in-:aany instances frequencies employed by the Japaese
were, veryclose to our own.
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SUPPLY ANDEVILTION
In the initial lenading phase, supply of the assault troops
vas effected by pre-loaded DUITiT ferries from specialy stocked
cargo LST's standing in close to shore. The use of such a "Drugstore Delivery" syste enabled supply and evacuation to be carried
on without interruption while the personnel and equipment necessary
for the establishent of normal Shore Party operations were being
landed.
Shore Party operations were carried out by a three battalion Engineer Group attached to the Division. In cooperation
with the Navy, cohiplete beach area layouts werc prepared and a
detailed unloading schedule developed in advance. ./ll except
three cargo LST's were beached and unloaded im-ediatCly. APA's
and AK 's were thun unloaded by srll
landing craft in daylight
and by larger boats and pontoon barges at night. Pontoon causeways launched from LST's were utilized to facilitate disclmrge
of trucks and heavy equipment from theso ships. By taking advantage of the time made available by the initial use of the DUKWT{IST supply system to land and organize, the Shore Party was able
to undertake operations at Jig plus 4 hours and to start issuing
supplies to assault troops two hours later.
Cargo discharge from the LST-DUKIQ system was selective,
based on the needs of the assault troops ashore.
Subsequcntly,
cargo was unloaded rapidly wuithout respect to selection in order
to meet the sailing deadline imposed by CTF 33.1. By 1700 of
A plus 1, 10 :,Pil's were completely unloaded (approxiimtoly 8,000
tons of total cargo) and these ships departed Leyte Gulf.

All

.

A 's and LST's were unloaded by A plus 5. A total of 31,000
tons of cargo was discharged during this period. Of this, 1)4,000
tons were general cargo, the remainder vehicles.
Inasmuch as the
principles of combat loading had been followed, representative
amounts o f all types of supplies were automatically discharged
throughout the unloading period.
Cargo was rapidly moved directly across the landing
beaches to initial beach dumrps dispersed within the first 500
yards inland. In general, all types of supplies were distributed
approximately equally among each of the three contiguous beaches.
Vehicles were driven under their ownl power either to temporary
unit assembly areas or directly to their organizations inland.

Regimental dum ps were initially e stablisrhed within the beach
zone, but were quickly moved forwvard on A plus one.
Thereafter,
on A plus 2, frward Division DPvs were set up for Class I, III,
and V supplies approximately five miles inland alon~g the MSRo
These were subsequently progressively advanced as the troops
moved forw ard.
Because of the rap id unloading rate, onl~y a limited
amount of supplies was ha.uled direct a "oi boats to thesu inland DP's.
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Losses by .pilfering -re' moderate to large-

Miitary

policeprotection in the beachdups-Was inadequate inY view of
the presence of a'large civilian refugee populationin the, Dulag.,
ddimp areas. It,: is suggested that all civilians, be-preventedfrom,
dup areas and that Civil Affairs Personnel be
enteringatmilitary
theearliest possible opportunity in order, tocontrql"
landed
the. population.
Damage, by enemy activ'ity was limited to .a.singe bombing
in which one bomb and the resulting firedestrOyed
raid on A plus
an a-mmunition dump, 12..21- ton'trucks, and over 80 per cent of the
aninanent and automot+ive spare parts initially cairied by the..
Division, Dispersion within the bea:ch zone and promptaction on
the part -of Shore Party: personnel, to control the. fire prevented."
further serious losses.
as ato
were damaged
Some Class II Quartermaster supplies
losses:
"- A dditional
S
l
i
Ad
result of inadequate waterproof packin
ned because of ilindividual clothing and equipmentl were sla
dew and..ater soakage of duff le bags.
Efficiency, could,, ave
Unloading facilities vere adequate.
vehicles in,. the
vheeled.
of
othe number
been improved by increasing"
more
providing
by
T/E,
Shore Party-to one hundred. per. cent-of
2.,
by-addig
nd
a
thedu-mps.,
gravity roller, conveyors for use in
cranes per Shore Pdrty Battalion.
The Palletization of appro,4mately hO per'cent of supplies
had"the folowing favorable results:
spe~d and efficiency of unloading both from ship's holds
h..eTe
into landing'craft as. well as-from boats- at the beach was increased,
since the number of cargo lifts':and the, amount-of-personnel required
Uto handle cargo were reduced.
It was possible to move cargo directly into beach dumps and
later into inland dumps without re-handling.
Th-e proipt and orderly establisimcet of dumps was greatly
facilitated. .Supplies were delivered neatly parc aged- waterproofed,
and on dunnage.
It. is felt.
Pilferage and damage-losses wore miinimized,
50 per ...cent
of"
to an average
"palleti
"" Should be limited
zation
"
"
that
supplies in order to utilize a ssault shipping space
of all
in unloading.
'efficiently and- o provide f le: ibility
Because of the natuire 01 the car .aign, the greo~tly ,extended
supply lines, the extensive zone of Division, supply responsibility,

the heavy rainfall, the ecbre:,.ely rough and. almost" imapassable
terrain and the limited road ue ',oie4 it was necessary, to utilize
ten differeift methods of. trans;portation to. keep..iront-line troops.

The following
image(s) may be of
poor quality due to
the poor quality of
the original.

supplied in this operation. TranspOrtation by cargo carrier,
1'-29C, by DUKVf, by amphibious tractor, by Caterpillar. tractor and
Athey Trailer, by -native canoe., by military and naval .landi n g
craft (LCVP, L G. LCT LSi, . and LST), by Mater-buffalo train, and
by hand-carry were used, depending upon the need...In several
instances, air. drop from. Artillery Liaison planes and from large
transports (C47) was resorted to. At one time during .the advance
northward along-the west coast of Leyte, it was necessary for the
Division to handle some supplies as many as eight different, times
in moving them from Dulag to the front-line troops.

Cargo was

ferried by LCT; LVT, DUMI0T and LCVP from Dulag to Abuyog thence
transferred ,to cargo, trucks and hauled by road to Baybay, where
a secondtransfer- was made to L0,1's and/or DUK's, .and the cargo
ferried to points along the coast as.far north as .2-bvera and
Orhoc. All of this eightymile supply movement Vras coordinated
and controlled by the, Division G-h Section.
As a result of shipping space limitations, and the logistical
plan requirement for loading a 20-day level of replenishment sup(plies,
it was necessary to restrict tie number of general purpose vehicles
embarked to an average of hO per- cent o-* the authorized T/E allowance. Fortunately, the full allowance of Quartermaster Company
cargo trucks was loaded., Nevertheless, the reduced. amount of. transportation so. crippled the cargo hauling capacity of the Division
as to render the continuous supply and movement. of the troop,s
exceedingly difficult.
It was-therefore necessary to operate all vehicles continuously and with only very brief periods for maintenance work.
The activities of unit motor sections and Division Ordnance
personnel were so effective, however, .that an average of less
than 15 per cent of general purpose vehicles wasdeadlined daily
for repairs.. Operating. conditions were extremely poor since
heavy rains made roads nearly impassable, while the a ck of bridges
necessitated a great deal of stream-fording,
Division cargo vehicles were pooled and dispatc.hed,.by the
transportation officer under a schedule of priorities established
by G-4. Only a limited number of vehicles were made available
from. service command,and other headquarters transportation pools.
In support of troops operating in mountainous and jviigle
areas, infantry regiments hired as many as 2 0 Filipino w~orkers
.
for hand-carrying parties, insufficient military personnel
were available for the task, especially after depletion of r'anks
by casualties. Hand carry parties covered distances of fromtwo
to five miles. Standard issue cargo packboards proved eminently
.
successful for use in these operationS,
The "D" or choclate ration was not palatable ' in a tropi'cal
climate. The ''HK'' ration was found suitable for consurption during
the first few days of the amphibious assault because ,of.the ease
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hiPh._ it. iscarried and prepared.
with wv
candy ration, fur nished -by"-"QM, J\FFPOA.

The special.asscnit or
is ideally suited for

period:-when, . beoause of excitbment
landing troops inthe inital
and lack of time or"means to prepare food elabora~ely,-most per'sonnel fi~d that,.the, food and. sustaining value of caLndy is'
adequate for their needs. Thereafter, as .troops are' activly.
ongaged vdith theenemy,:or patrolling in less accessible 'terrain,
The. new. 1,Clt ration .- s exceedingly
desirable,
the "tC ratiQn i.s,
popular because of its accessory co.ponnt and greater menu, variety.

S

Mhen cooking-facilitie's become available, the, 10-in-I 'ration is
contains sufficient variety, of.-food and accessories
preferred. It
to compare' favorably with straight "11 . rations.,., Its principal
The
advantage is its ease in carrying2,issuing, and-preparation.
.-bulky, hardto.-haidle, - .
manner, of pa6kaging is far sUperior to
that for. camp
it: isfelt
13h-component B " ra-tion;- nevertheless.,
aigns of -30 days or..more the ration program should include at'least
one-third o±rdinary.."HB"Irations - -Those should be-Used to feed rear
•area troops or combat tro6ps temporari-ly resting, and the l0-in-l
and emergency""', and ,K1,-IrationS should be-reserved for. tactical
troops whose cooking facilities are li ited,
The list of individual clothing and equipment authorized
for-the King TI Operation'contained 16 different articles in excess of T/E allowances. " For the most. part.,these as w-ell as the
currently authorized articles were found desirable, although some
troops noticed that the-comabat pack vras made excessively heavy by
the addition of certain "com.fort" items.
The followring major articles of T/Eclothing and equipment
were found to be particularly desirable in this area: -vterproof
clothing bag, waterproof weTapons covers, trench knife, and iiT
T/E 21 is basically sound as a guide in equipping troops
uniform.
for combat in this area.
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Of the special articles, the followriing are believed particularly well suited for use in this area: eItra oil thong and ca--e,
jungle medical kit, combat
-8H,
3-pocket grenade carrier, machete
boot in lieu of service shoe, poncho in lieu of raincoat,3wool-knit
pack, waterproof food bags, the newpoiin. combat
shirt, jungle
Uniform,. and 2nd canteen ith cover.
special articles should be
th-at the f1ollowing
It isas-felt
eliminated
.of insufficient
value to be carried in this area
un glasses, sunburn crea -, black gynnaelum sliQCs for pattrois
flannel shirt;' mosquito gloves,

camaouflage face paint, waterproof

match box, and heat tablets with collapsible stov. L-Evacuation of .casualties during the King II Operation was
Over swampy terrair;
•
Tnarulcs.
accomaplished principally by
however, the cargo carrier R..29C wvas utilized wvhere the 1 Ton
coast,
on tews
In the footil
sa-bulance could not be used.

*1.

evacuation was by hand carry over distances up to two miles. Becauseof the rough. roads in this area, collecting stations 'ero evacuated
by DUKW to Clearing Stations , whereas the ev::bion
irom Clearing
Stations to Field. Hospitals was .effaected by LC1#, In the early
stages of the advance north ofBayba,
evacuation beyond the,
Division Clearing- Station Vs . supervised and carr..ied, outbby Division
M,,edical personnel using 3/4, ton aribulances borro Ted for this purpose. Evacuation from field hospitals to station hospitls was
accomirplished., by 3/4 ton-field ambulance, by LSM and LCI, .and by.

air transport (C-47).
Over marshy terrain, thecH-29C was. the most effective means
of evacuation. On roads, the 3/4 Ton field ambulance was found
most. efficient.
One-quarter ton ambulances are too -rough. over- a
long.. haul, and because of their narrow wheel base and low carriage,
are prone to have diffictilty negotiating deeply ruttOd roads. werever

vater parallels the evacuation route', boat transportation is-extremely satisfactory.

TABLE I

CARGO SUMMARY--KITG TI OPEPATTON--7TH TUFTPY DIVISION
Item

Day's Supply

3
Initial issue, rations
1
Initial issue, amno.
4
Ammo, Grenades, Chn smoke
4
Ammo, Grenades, HE.
4
Ammo, high explosives
4
Anmo, pyrotechnics
4
Ammo, small arms
4
Amo, shells, HC orW-P
20
OWifS, class II & IV
20
Engineer Explosives
20
Class II & IV
2.5
Water, 5-gal cans
2.5
Water, 55-gal drum
30
Medical, Class, II & IV
20
Ordnance, Class II & IV
20
Motor Parts
27
Rations, C,D,K, 0-in-l
20
7QM, Class II & IV
Class III Lubes & Greases 20
20
Diesel, 5's
Diesel, 55's
20
Gas, 5's
Gas, 55's
20
Signal, Class II & IV

Sq Ft

13,445
14,656
1.,482
G,3_3
134,879.
1,598
36,620
.9.9,784
8,i89
12,243
35,327
35,454
27,255
2,583
15,119
2,318
131,848
61,198
11,948
3,507
11,975
56,.747
123,544
16,842

days
U/F
U/F
U/F
U/F
U/F
U/F
U/F
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
day.
days
days
days
days
days'

GRAND TOTAL

Tons
58
329
33
86
3,546
23
1,160
320
93
207
405
751
464
38
201
15
1,743
719
202
61
229
901
2,286
346

767,896 14,183

TOTAL SUPPLIES
Organizational Equipment
Vehicles (2,207 vehicles)

Cu Ft

277,227

1,821
415,712
2,080,608 15,010

277,.227

3,2,64,216 31,014

DEFICIEtCIES IN EQTJIKIEIT

,

During the course of theIKing II Operation,. certain
deficiencies, in equipment other than weapons, w
noted.
tere
The
most outstanding of these may be sumri.arized as follows:
D-6 Tractors issued to th:.e Engineer Battalion
EGINEERap
did not stand-up under operating condi.Lons encountered.
All
three tractors were deadlined - or long peri.ods;
in all cass,
the breakdown was caused by mechanical failure, aid not by faulty
operation or by improper maintenance.
The lack of gravel loading equipment necoess-tated the use
of tractors and gravel loading ramps, thereby tying up dozers
which could have been used to better advantage e ls-ewVhere.
In
some cases rock had to be loaded by hand.
The quantities of hIand tools provided were not adequate.
On more than one occasion, men -were idle because haiimiors, sledges,
ssws, peavies, and shovels were not available.
The lack of heavy flatbed trailers -was keenly felt in the
later stages of the operation. In order to move tractors from one
area to another, it was necessary to 'twalk" them under their own
power over many miles of rough roads.
This caused unnecessary
rear on the equipment, vrear rhfich could have been prevented vith
the use of flatbed trailers.
Even though the T/E allowance was increased 25 per cent,
waater supply equipment was not adequate.
A total of seven units
,rere in operation at one time ,-ich required borrowin{) two
complete units from other Engineer Units,
The number of canvas
tanks issued as replacements for T/E equipment proved to be
sufficient on!y for a simty day period. At the last of the
operation, it was impossible to establish i-iore tlan four water
points, because of a lack of tan!hs and hose,
.The
truck-mounted
mobile water unit -proved satisfactory, wcept that parfs of one
portable unit had to be used in

conjunction -withthe mobile unit.

vith few exceptions
'the amo. ., s of erg".r
supplies
procured by the Division were sufficient for the first 'twenty
days of operation, as originallyintended.
P.After -- t. time, the
resupply of Engineer matrials was practical:\ noi-e~_it nt,
This was particularly true of hand tools and eomstruction items,
such as nails and drift pins. Fortunately, some roeund steel
stock was captured, from whic h drift pins were hand-made in
the Engineer Battalion blacksmith shop,
This- was accomplished
just in time to prevent the cessation of bridge construction
completely, for lack of drift pins.
Iarger quantities of barbed wire and sand bags should
have been p rovided;
the available stock was depleted by the end

..
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C
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,,.C

lost to enemy
'
tias
o
of theCtfirst two w .
i this h d not
day.
A plus
bombing and fire of.Xon fortification
action in the
materials mi ght
occurred, oriinal quantities
have been sufficient for the first twenty days as planred.
re

.

.r

.8..lon-at

Approdqmately 12,,000 board feet of heavy.bridge, timber
was brought for this operation. Wilith thetremendousamountof
construction. to be-done, this Supply lasted
bridge repaiiand
stringers and treaday
about 1)h deys. Resupply of decc.r,
was almost non-existent, and )the repair of existing bridges thereby became increasingly cdiceulb. Without the portablQ.e savill,
set up and operated by the, Engineer Battalion, furtherbridge
..
lo.
construction wou-ld have been. Loes siboortable steel bridge of the ,,Bailey ' type was
"
provided-for the exclusive 'use of' the Di-.i sion. Inone- instance.lack of Bailey bridge ne',cessitated the use of'ponton trestle
equipment over a stream subject'to flash loods. • Almost 180
feet of this ponton trestle6 equipment as-.lost in oneof these
The use of Ba iley bridge would have prevented
flash floods.
this 'loss entirely.

In mosft cases, the Division cannot e:ect assistance
_
from higher echelons in ma3-ntenarc.c.oe anC- co-nstrution of roJ,.,,
theDuring
operations.
of
zone
and bridges i n the Division
King II Operatin'n the 13th Enger Battlib
or rebuilt more than.6. bridges. It constucted 26 mlds of
road, of which - milQs wore along the front lines. At onetimIe,
This
m 1'"6q 't %<Iwo
construCtiona.2..
and ,""*'e
was.-responsible for the .intenance,battalion
the
T
strthc..
mile
L2
.over
a
and repair of -roaqds and bridges.
aircub
four
.battalion also constructed and cut into operation
salvaged
field-s,
fiel ds, removed or neutralized five enemy mine
a local' ferry and put it into operation over a 20 foot stre-3-a.
and. placed in ope]ation to.'
A portable snavaPiiil was procuredc
produce 5,OOO board feet of- lumber a day. In addition, a portable
pilo-driving rig was constructed fro m salvaged mpaterials and
eployed-in-the construction of a 420 foot two way .pilebridge,
.The necessity
•the -luaber. for',*Vhich was produced by the sal,,mill.
normally
can
for -%NdertkirIg and completing similar, projects
II the
King
During
kind.
be expected in operations of, tis'
organic-engineer battalion required not only all equipment .whieh
had been-specially authorized, but full T/E alowance of dump
trucks and other engineer battalion vehicles. Experience-.gained
.

very" Strongly- that.% to-accomplishduring the_ oeainindlcates
its mission, the Divi~sion organic engineer battalion must have
consideurably more equipmentA than-is now :authorized. byI/Po
"
- UARTEPTI STER: -Amphibious operations ruoul re--hr~ '
drumUSo.-gallon
fifty-three
in,
lubricants
and
fuel,
"of
quantitiles
'
-All drumswere handled many times betw'een the tiae-they were-

unloaded and the tinae the Luel wass consumed.
On rare occasions,
it was possible to obtain a Crane equipped wIth barrel chimes
for the loading, and unloac..n 'of these drums, 'ut in the mjority
of cases, it was necessary to manhandlethe four hundred po-ud
drrls. It is felt that th-e man-handling of
aui drums is a.
.definite
•was
of service personnel, and could be obviated by the assignment of oneN or tw:,-o cranes with barrel chin.,es to thle 'uartcnf.iastor
,
Coma. y, The four motor-dr*.ven-fuel dispenscrs wvhich accompanied
the Division proved to be invaluable in estalTshDi
and operating
fuel DP's.
Soevntoen 1-ton trailers, pro-loaded with priority su'plies
and equipment wore. taken on this operation by the.
Copany. After landing, the trailers vro
parked,
could not be utilized in moving suioplies frau the
dumps.
It was later att-qpted to use the trailrs

Quartria stcr
because they
ships to the.
for hauling

cargo,, but the muddy and impassablC condition of rods made it
impossible to-use them.
One ton trailers proved to be of little
value, and are not desired-for use in any oporation unless .a
hard-surfacedall-weather road, ht
prevails on thi. anticira ted
target...
The footwear problem was a coiq1ple. on threugIout t1e
King II O-peration..
The srvie
shoe, v.-,h
nIhich
I bi1he
Division w-as equipped proved to be entrely inadequate for wear
in the wet, muddy terrain encountered.
urt1±ero,
constant
soaking ofosoes, with
V.
lit-tle opportunity to co-plc ey dry them
caused shoes to w!ear excessively, and to disintegrate rap idly.
This cQndition rapidly led to a shortg,of fotwar
as the normal
replacement factor could not meet increased losses.
t is
elt
that the shoc-pac ,, .ith hl1ic t1is Divisicn -:as equipped in the
Alputians would be a much more satisfactory item for use in swaipy,
tropical climate and terrain.
The new type co.bUt shoe ,as made
available to infantry and reconna issance troop soldiers Shortly
before the end of the ope ation, but it ias not as' yet been
determined whether. it is satisfactory.
Re-Dacement stocks of socks were available in insufficient
qcantitibs. As in the case of shoes, const,.nt, imersion of socks
in water raoidly rotted the and decreased their potential ie
it is felt tt
if socks, liht-1ool3
were substituted for the
normal allow~ance o~f socks,..cotton, ta~n, and if tbhe mainb enance
factor were inaca sod to provide a minimun replacement ofl two
pairs of socks per man per month, the cri~tical m. ture of, the.
replacement of socks in combat would be.. som,-ewhai:t relieved.
ORDUA~CE:
Efectiv iiantnance is dependent upon the
regular flovw of replacement part.s,
I.latesidol lost to
noray,
action in the bomb~ing awl fire of A plus N, seriously hampered
repairs by destroyi~ng, many of the parts carried cy the Ordnance.
Company as a combat load. lHad the accident not occur<red,, far

better service might have been rendered.
The lack of parts in
higher echelons presented the bigest maintenance problem, and
much equipment spent excessive, tine in

ueadline because of it.

Secret
Cannibalization of combat. losses wa.s effectod. throughout, the
operation, but :this ..source. was -soon exhausted, resuiting-in
id lemecn--ic hours,

-

. Evcuation of work toL4th and 5th echelons of repir waS
..hampered by road conditions, and bhe cistanceof..shops .fro. the
',

Division Ordnanc

Areaie

Had. part

and asscibliec been-available,

little work need have. becn. sent to .the rear.

Ilew vehicularequipment needing-the most care and maintenIn view of
ancewas the M1-29'C Amphibious Cargo Carrier (Weasel).
the. deicate mechanisms on this.piecc of equipment and the
performance expcted of it, constant preventative maintenance
proceduresmust"be observed., EAt.-reme •-care in operation., .,plus_
m,,,intenancet will, greatly reduce third
-continuousf-irstofechelon
this.,vehicle.
echelon.repair
mVery few instances arose in. which- assemb-iy, breakdon s
could be attributed to por design,..Hmever, it was found that
the truck,, 2 -ton. r ear .,axle.assembly spl-it t-yme (T1'2162380)
broke dovn' under heavy .strains more readil y than the-rear axe
as.semb l, banjo: t-yipe-.

Tr-,'acks for the M-290 have failed- to hold p .for the.,job
expected.of them.. The tra.cl.s being linked ,th, r.-uibrcables,
have, a tendency to: stretch beyond the point where sumension
ina lost trac.
This usualcy resultsmedifica
effective
adjustent As
dien hciS_.
No f0.ctive
and- damage to.drive sprockets
mile"s
700.
150, to.
as yet ,bendevised..Averge track life. was.1V"
A-iunition p-erfOb,.ed satisfactoily wich the followin
exception:

3 81m ortar. Due to terrain,
w/PDF
Shll,-.- i.1..'"with a . second. delay was
fuse
a
thi.±s.it.ype.mortar shellwhaving
Shell , i.E.M3.I /...P
as
not seffetive aga-,nst- ersonnel
bury in the
wold
l
she
The
fuse.
a instantaneous
.1Z52 ith ..
ground.and had very little .ramentation effect.
Critical item shortages after A plus 60 were Shelcllu minat%ing, . 60mm ortar; Shell, !H.E. ,L3Al,.81mm Mortar
Signal
Trip, 1449;Ito,,i
,,8; Flare,,
; ,
Fare trip, Par',,D- .oI"(light'-); ."t
.P.7
m .io tzer
.I,
-Shll,_
-A3

Gr'ound..Whi9e Star Parao.

Shell, W.P., lO0mm Hoitzer; and Sneil, d.F'o l >mm 'Howtzero
_. The- following .notes, on ordnance resupplty are b elievzed .
important. -'Engine as smbli.es were re ceived le ss c lutCht throw-.
out bearings so that unless thne old bearing was available froan
...
wa's of. little, valun"...Drhke. parss,.
existing..stocks,' the..eng!ine ...
and- el.ectrical -parts :hadan. uusually high. inert Ii-by rate. A .
higher- tha.n. average."stockwould- b0e, in.order, on.-such parts, in..
this theater.

'IEDICAL:

II

Evacuation of some casualties during the King

operation was effectod from marshy areas, and rice paddies.

in its ability to negotiate this
The i/h Ton ambulance is iitod
found that under marsh
Companies
Gollecting
type of terrain.
a more suitable vehicle.
was
M-29C
conditions, the Cargo Carrier,
but infantry rogiuents
units,
medical
to
No weasels were assigned
evacuation
when'special
vehicles
these
cooperated in furnishing
areas, the
marsh
in
and
mud,
in
operation
In
problems dictated,
of
conveyances
mechanical
the
to
adjunct
weasel would be a valuable
sections.
medical
battalion
and
collecting companies
If the 1/h ton ambulance is to be used on future operations,
The frame of the
one deficiency exists which should be corrected.
litter. This
upper-most
the
to
close
too
is
top of the ambulance
is uncamfortaThL,
and
rack
litter
upper
the
load
to
makes it'difficult
field by
the
in
was'remedied
deficiency
The
for the casualty.
allowing
thereby
frame
top
the
to
pipe
of
section
welding on a 6"
the top to be raised.
The amount of tentage carried by the Clearing Company wss
insufficient to house all of the patients who were necessarily,
The 7/Pallowance
held during the intervals between Qvacuations.
for squad tents is 18; and it is felt that this should be
,increased. When the platoons of the Clcaring Company operate
separately, two kitchens utilize two of these squad tents; two
more are used for admissions, two for major surgriesy'two for
This leaves
minor surgeries, and two for pro-operative treatment.
only 8 squad tents available for wards with a capacity of lhh beds.
In this operation,, the Clearing Company on occasion had a census
of 201.
SIGNAL: The chain of supply was critical as the lack of
transportation and the distance to the base dump was excessive.
In order to keep supply and repair facilities available to frontSignal Dumpand
line troops, it wacs necessary to move the Divisioa
Repair Section a distance Of over 50 miles from the base dump.
At times the MSR was blocked by impassable- road conditions, Full
T/E transportation would be extrenely desirable and. supply would
be facilitated were the baso drp closer to the Division.
was foundIto have
Maintenance vrire supplied at the target supply
agencies take

This can be avoided if
defective insulation.
.
overheated.
care that wire is at no tie

.

The 3CR $00 Radio was found to be less satisfactory than
°
600 for the special purpose nets, as it is less .roggedand
3CR
the
The 3CR 300 Radio is not a satisfaceory
has a shorter range.
$09 in the M;-8 self-propelled hovitzer as
3CR
substitute for the
its range is not adequate for C 0nnon.Corlpany requirem~ents.. The
SCR$: 36 Tank-Infantry Radio does not have sufficient range and.
should be replaced by the 3CR 300 as prescribed in the now; T/E.

cTVIL AFFATRS
Prior to departure froa--the HaWaiian Islands, A haval
Civil Affairs Unit wuas 2attached to the Division t re rt to
the landing pase of the operation had been
Corps control after
This Naval .Detachent consisted of three line
completed.
officers, one d Japanese Interpreter, one M,1edical Officer, one
Supply Officer, and ten eniisoed men. A plan for ie operation
of Civil Affairs functions was developed and supplies for relief,
medical attention, and shelter of refugees were procured. 1s
plans were formulated for the Stalemate II Operation, the nmiber
of civilian refugees was not e pected to total more than thfree

or four thousand in the Division sector.

On 15 Septe mer 19h.,

information -ras
lands,
the day of departure fron the Hain-iaiia
Philippine
Leyte,
to
changed
released that the target had been
published..
a
prepared
Islands. A new civil affairs plan was
inad equat
1y
g'
hl
had been
It was anticipated that the supplies and-equipmcnZ hich
inaeqa
"hihl
be
would
Operation
procured for the Stalemate
for the new target, in View of the large populat>on, but no
method of procuring additional supplies vas available.
The NCAU Unit disembarked at 0700, (J, plus 21 hours)
21 October 19L4. Upon arrival at Bqach Yellow II, it made a
quick survey of the civilian area that had been allocated prior
..
to landing. The site was found to be a ;svamp, and permission
vas obtained from Division to relocate the civilian camp vithin
the tovn of Dulag.
Approximately 1,000 civilians were found on Beach Yellow
These people were
II., and another 500 on Beach Yellow I..
irmediately moved to the civilian camp. Within 8 hours, their
number had increased to approxinately 3,000. As the civilian
site hiad undergone a 3 day naval bombardment, and was badly

holes and debris, laborers were immediately
The officers and men
of N U were assigned specific duties consisting of water and

littered vith sell

procured and employed to clear the area.

food procurement and distribution, and the orderly-control of
Police
the population. In this., the were assisted by Iilitary
furnished
-,:,,as
Emergency medical care
assigned to civil aff-irc.
by 7th Division ledical officers and enlisted oee Hospital
large
ulceser
Hospital.
d* rot- ca",
cases were cared for by a .oarby nrmy Field
irs"Iere
numbers of minor wounds, injuries, and
_,dto
By A plus 2, l-tleast 100 cases had been refrr.e
treated.
survey revealed at least i civilian dead
Army hospitals.
interest
showed little
The Filipino people
lying unattended.
and disposal of thoir dead. andburial
in the identific at.n
NCAU.
by
Cemetery
Filipino
the
wastmde in
Due to infilt...rat-ion Ire:u outlying districts , reportedly
due to Japanese pressure, the civilian population had groetn to
On this day, between the hours
approximately 30,000 by A plus 3,

Secret
of 1300- and 2300, thoeontire. civilian populace was moved to BeachYellow I,*.a distance of about 2,-milqso This migration proved -to
be very difficult, and-sUtcceeded-only vhen suppliesof food., aind

water were moved to Beach"Yellow I, and the,-pe ople so infored.

By themorning.,of -A'plus
its

4t-

maximum, estimated to be.

he civilian population had reached

4500,

this representing the greater

of the inhabitants of Some 56 comunities. Army "CQ'and
"K" rations were distributed, up to and includingA plus 4.

portion

Following this date, fish, rice, and-meat were issued,. OriginallY,
food distribution was made ,to individuals, but with the :increase
.of populat ion, and organization of barrios, it was found advisable
This plan worked
to distribute supplies.through barrio leaders
store va s e.stabgeneral
a
until
cOntinued
was
and
satisfalctorily
lshe d
On
filipinos were foufnd to be exceptionally cooperative.
local politi'ca.I-and labor leaders were contacted., and
A plus I
thercafter remained-permnently,.-as advisors and assistants. Teir
help .was found to be invaluable., Labor was procured. in the follo-wing manner: A Labor Office was established for Civilian Personnel;
Army units needing labor, furnished this office with a, request
labor leaders were contac bed, and told to
for the number needed;
Transring day the nmber requested.
follow
the
on
have available
requestingthe
by
furnished
was
work
of
site
the
to
portation
of laborer's time and the amount: due .having been
A list
agency.
of fider., it-,was pxesented, to the. UCAU
comilssioned
certified by a
to the. office.r, who in turn
made
payment
Finance Office, and
and utilized according
classified
were
-paid laibor-,'. _All laborers
nurses,nurses'
-ight
and
hundred
One'
to their. various.. skills.
ured and.,made
se
were
dentists,
two
helpers, four .doctors, and
"VRfages were.
hospitals.
and
availablefor. duty, in dispensaries
On A
scales.
Government
Comonealth
-,paid according to the

plus .,

a maxiium of

5,000

however, wa s approximtely
adequate at all times.

'laborers were available.

1500
,

per day.

The average

The labor supplywas
"

Ary-medical personnel continued o. assist NCU medical
officers-_-with..treatients untilA plus 6, the. twlo units, treating
-On thereafter, as. soon
A plus , and
up to .2,.L009 patients, daily.
organized 'into
were
as barios wiore declaredsec -re, civilians
Transpor-LCtion -was -furnished
barrio group.s! and returned home.
OnA- plus 7, the civiliam1" camp p'opulation had
necessary.
wv-herebeen reduced to approximately 1 ,OOO.
'On Aplus , in drder to relieve, congestion ,on Beach
YeowI,. a. secondary civilian relief center was established at
julita... This. centerf was o.merdted entirely by Djivision personnel,
.
'
who cared for approximxately 3,000 persons.,
Foll~owi ng. displacement of the-Divi sien Cormand Post to
San Pablo, civilianS were hired 'through municipal.authorities.
It was fo'nd that the most efficient method of er.i-Tpoynent was.

to arrange each group for work under the.same foreman, tho foreman beingdesignated by the local major, and the laborers
residents of the comunity.
On 26 October 1941i-.A Plhilippines Civil Affairs Unit
This unit, PCAU 17, consisted of
was assigned to the Division.
appro-imtely 11, officers and 30 enlisted'en, and undertook
On 5 Nove mb r l9Ui.,
to supplement the activitios of the CAU.
NCAU reverted to Corps control.
During the move west to Baybay and'north to Ormoc, Engineers
used a great deal of civilian labor on roads and bridges. This
labor was paid by the hiring agencies Vith funds procured fro.i
PCAU if the latter was available, and otherrise from- the. Division
Finance Office. No difficulties in'the procurement amd handling
of labor were encountered.In the Baybay area, the civilian population and municipal
authorities were found to be most cooperativ.e and intelligent.
Any requests for 'buildings', for housing troops, or warehouses were
graciously complied with. The local light and ice plants rcre
"placed in operation by arrangement with the omer for the use of
troops in the area, It was detemained that the saving of signal
ully justified operaand ordnance generators, as well as fuel,
tion of these utilities.
A typical problem encountered was the finding of a certain
At Baybay, this was
number of venereally infected prostitutes.
handledby the civilian hospitals, detaining and treating theprostitutes during such tihie as the danger of infectring others
Explanation by local. physiwith the venereal disease continued.
.cians of the effects. of the untreated disease was arranged . ith
the result that detention became voluntary on :the part of the
prostitutes.
As soon as the average soldier arrives in a cor.mmunity, he
desires to obtain souvenirs, and will pay the first price asked,
or will outbid other soldiQrs for goods. Bole blades increased
in price from two posos to ten pesos.- Bolos increased from five
pesos to twenty-fivo pesos. Other items increased in like pro'
result being that'the civilians' incentive to.till
portion,to the
work on government orojects, and to continue :their own
crops,
It is believed that on the Island of
economic life was lost.
Leyte, the economic structure has been so disrupted, that hard
tines will follow upon departure of any substantial number of
troops. Another untoward result of bartering is the tendency
of Government issue,
on the part of soldiers to trade articls
It. is obvious that civil affairs control personnel provided
for service within the .Division .zone of responsibility during the
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King IT Operation were nreioicai-i.

inadequate to meet and control

Uowards of 100,000 civilian refugees
the probloeas presented.
within thc 7th Di-vision lines (uri.nginitial phases
present.ere
a vai:l
The five officers and te enlisted en
of the oper-Ition.
able from the Naval Civil Affairs Unit could only begin %o handle
admhinithe innumerable problems +presentted. It was nce-ssary that
.
o
,-d
by, p e r
ud
.grat
strative and 'mdicai fac ilities
,onnel of the 7th.Division, a divrsion ofsekillqd..:prrsonneln 1
01" Jcobat
afforddurrio.
nliich th Division could ill
were. duly constituted
At no ,tine during the King II 0raticn
e -. ibiity
zone
theivisi.,civilaf-ais-ersonnelin
,. refugee.s,
nearly adequate to Yndlepr01oblemsof providing foo- :for1y
+t ±eh*ii ediate
of hoeIess thousands,.
billeting, and re-lbcation.
service, organiz-tion -- nd.. "i isttonne~.essities of .ccl

o.fsocial ordpr,"
of 'ciVilian labor, and ther-establishmen
be
...u.d nt
oratiens
op
AccombatDivisionng'agdnate
It.
agnitude.
,
and,
type
this
of
probiles
wi-,ith
deal
to
called upon
is imperative that in futuro operations a. sufficient number of
,eQ-ipped ."ci.vil affairs 1ersPnne],
highly, trained and adequately
of unQostioned efficiency and prov)ndabilit-y be provided-.to
secureimm

.);dcontinuing control of civilian, elements.
.diate

Observation over a period of several months and'.discussion
inevitable conclusion that " he
with many ,civiiians leads tohe
have resulted in a genuine
Japanese
actions and .,attitude of the.
Filipino populace. -The
the
and intense !atred on,the part .of
attitude of civilians toward.Americans has been extrep ly cordial,
and efforts of civil-affairs per sonhel have maintained relations
-on'a .mos t--.amicable basis,
..

.' ..
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PBPLONITEL
Upon receipt of' orders announcin.g the Division's participation
in the Stalemate II Operation, steps were inaediately taken to
procure additional personnel to bring th-e Division up to authorized
Since an oversbrength of l ,o had been authorized to
T/O strength.
replacements
replace absentees on the date of departure, 46-5 filler
prior to
Immediately
Division.
the
to
unassigned
were attached
the replaceto
returned
were
utilized
not
fillers
departure, those
staging
the
left
attached
and
assigned
units
all
and
ment Depot,
strength.
T/O
area at full
Embarkation plans and taqtical groupings rere prepared by
In preparing these plans,
G-l in coordination with G!-3 and G-4.
personnel were assigned to ships in accord -with the tactical
groupings taking into consideration the equipment loaded aboard
each ship, and the necessary personnel to maintain and operate
it.
This plan facilitated the smooth embarkation of troops and
Qnabled units to function efficiently on the long voyage. It was
also designed to provide necessary unloading details, and to
facilitate assembly of troops after debarkation from nany different
ships.
M1ovement of troops from unit areas and embarkation was
executedin close coordination'with G-h.
All general prisoners who were deemed capable of combat
functions were restored to duty after examination by the Division
Psychiatrist and upon review of their cases by the Division J.A.
Aboard ship, recreational facilities were made available by
Special Service Officers. In coordination with Division G-3
and the Task Force Commander, all troops orere taken ashore both
Officer
and recreation.
at Eniwetok and LIfus for
- exercise
privileges of the Nav4l Officer's
L
phe
personinel were extended U
During the operation, opportunities for troop
Club at Manus.
recreation and rehabilitation -ere extremeley limited, since the
great majority of the troops wTere continuously engaged with the
In the later stages of the operation, several regimental
enemy.
At these camps, idited recreational
rest camnps were established.
facilities w ere provided. American Red Cross Field Dirqctors
working wvith 'each regimental combat team an~d at hospital installations, provided invaluable assistance,
Religious services of all denominations wrere observed
regularly both aboard ship and throughout combat operations.
Delay in the receipt of incoming and the forwarding of
outgoing mail was a major source of complaint during the operation.
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which eventually did
of Christrnas packago nail
A greattheportion
It is generally recognized
Division was water-damaged.
reach
that the receipt or non-rcceipt of mail. has as great an inf1uence
on morale -as any other individual factor.
Despite the addition of 26 office-rs and 779 enlisted replacements the Division was operating during the latcr phases of the
operation with front-line co .,panies whose strength averaged less
than 3 officers and 100 enlisted men. Although replacemsents were byr
received
requisitioned on a basis of branch requirement., personnel
the Division in November Twere untrained in infantry tactics and the
The majority of these replacements were
use of infantry wea-ons,
inf[an--jy, and all were in poor physical
than
other
of basic branches
condition. Nst of. the men were trned over to the Division without
individual arms.
The method of returning hospitalized personnel to Units f,.om
medical installatins both on and away from Leyte Island, was a
source of considerable difiu..u!y dur-ng early stages of the operation.
Although 108 recornmmendaation(s for-co-mbat promotions were
submitted by, the Division during the month of November and the
early part o' December 191..!.4, no combat promotions had bon received
It is felt
by personnel of the Division by 25 December l9U.
that every effort must be exercised to have promodion channels
cleared to permit early recognition for meritorious service in
prompt servicing of combat promotionsis of i1,,r, orcombat.not The
only to morale, but also to the tactical efficiency
tance
of units engaged in-combat and suffering combat casualties.
The Division had authority to aw-a-rd only- the Bronze Star
Medal and the Purple Heart. Although many recommendations
for higher awards had been for:;karded during Octoberand or emboer
very few had been approveod. by 25 December 194.' In order that
meritorious services in coimbt be immediately recognized, a simplified
board of officers for-.he%screening .a nd processing of recommendations for awards shold be appointed from among those officers

whose duties during coirb,U permits this activity. Efforts should
be made to ex-)edite the processing of hih*erawards.

Secr1
Initially, the Division interred its dead in the Dulag
Army Cemetery, but thereafter, in operations on the west coast,
dead were interred in the 7th Division Cemetery located at
Baybay. During the operation, the Graves Registration Platoon
originally attached to the Division operated under four
different headquarters, each with a different SOP on graves
registration procedure.
Separation of the Platoon from the
Division on these different occasions, disrupted the orderly
recording of graves registration data. Assurance of rehabilitdtion with the Division at the end of an operation is an
important mental factor for porsonnel involved in this type
of duty. It is felt that the Graves Registration Platoon
should be made an organic attachment to the reinforced Division.

RECOI'INDATIONS

It is recoimmended that:
1. The organic Division Engineer Battalion be provided
with sufficient transportation and heavy equipment to repair
and construct bridges, and to build and improve roads over an
extended IR.
2. Replacements be immp.ediately available on call by
Divisions and furnished on a basis of branch reqdirement as
requisitioned, well trained, armed. and in excellent physical
condition.
3.
A sufficient nmiber of highly trained, and adequately
equipped civil affairs personnel be provided to secure imediate
and continuing control of civilian elements.

4. For campaigns of thirty days or more, the ration
program include at least one-third ordinary "B11 Rations for rear
area troops and combat troops temporarily resting, while ten-inone, emergency 1;CI and IKH Rations are reserved for tactical troops
whose cooking facilities are limited.
5.
fhen at all possible, ful
T/E allowrance of Division
general purpose vehicles be authorized.
6.
Theater Censors further simplify censorship regulations
by additional study of the security requirements of each campaign,
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Assistant Commzanding General....oBrig. General J.L.Ready
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00, 1st Bn, 32nd Infantry. ...... a~Mjor Robert C. Foulston
CO, 2nd Bn, 32nd Infantry.... ..LieutCol. Glenn A. Nelson
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CO, 2nd Bn, 32nd Infantry........Ivjor R.E.Goodfellow
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Colonel C.D.0Sullivan
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CO, 184th Infantry......,.,,. ,..,Lieut. Col. Roy A. Green
CO, Ist Bn, 18,eth Infantry......... Lieut.Col. Daniel C. Laybury
'CO, 2nd Bn, 184th Infantry........ .Lieut.Col. Delbert L. Bjork
CO, 3rd Bn, 184th Infantry6..,........ Lieut. Col. W.P. Walker
* ExeOcutive, Division Artillery......Colonel Robert H. Booth
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7th Signal Coympany ............. Captain F.S.Kelly
CO, 707th Ordnance col-any. ......
*. oCatain RA.Fuller
00, 7th Cav.Recon. Troop..a........Captain Paul B

Gritta

CO, 91st Chemical Coifipany.,..... . .Captain E. V. Them
Qperations Report
prepared by..... Captain O.M.Doe-r'flingcr, G-3
'as stedd by... .OCO EA.Blumenthal
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